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IAOESBURG, J. O., Dealer

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

SQLLmCin,

-

MD,

•

OFWCE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.
D0ESBUR5, Editor and

0. J.

Putlisher.

TIBMS 0? SUBSCBIPTIOnI—>2.00 per year la

and MedlPaint* and OH*, Brushes,Ac. Phy-

1/

UruM.

JOB PRIN71N0 PIIOMITLT AND NEATLY DONE.

In Drug*

p|R. 8CHOUTEN A MEENGS’ Drug
IJ Fine Drug*, Medicine*,Fancy Good?,

Store.
Toilet

Article* and Perfumeries. Eighth street.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

I17AL8H HEBER,
v

Druggi*t APharmacint-afull
*tock of goods appertaining to the bnsiness

v

See advertisement.

1>ERTSCH, D.

O
In

1

Square .......

2 “
3 “
U Column

.......
3 50
ft 00
800
.................. ft 0» 8 00 10 00
................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
.................. 10 00 17 00 25 00
.............. 17 00 25 00 40 00
25 00 40 00 65 00
.............
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R. A. City Ptiyslcian. Office at Dr.
Store, tjjjh Street

A Meengs’ Drug
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Thi StrrUn Sitwtlon,
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The war between Turkey and Fervia has

1803, Attempt on Boston arsenal

15,

begun

in

very serious earn eat, and every

despatchbrings news of severe fighting.

1804, Confederatestook Harper’s The despatchesare contradictory,and so

Ferry.
confused also, that It is difficult to say aa
1812, Indian massacre at Fort
yet preciselyhow far the fightinghas

Mackinaw.

“
“

1078, Evacuation of Philadelphia helped or hinderedthe plans of either side,
The numbers of killed and wounded, even
by British. / ;
1770, First steamer on Delaware if they are correctly reported,do not ne,* -..w
cessarilyindicatethe strategic result of a
1804, BatUe of Wincliester,Va.
battle, and until some decided change
1801, Confederatevictory at Manshall be wrought In the position of one
assas, Va. ;
side or the other, it must be Impossibleto

River.

20,
21,

liddlin.

'

1TAUPELL, H.,

Drtiiaikl&g.

Manufacturer of and dealer in
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.

T AUDER Misses.,Fa»hlonable Dressmaker*.
Lj Room* opposite the Poet Office.Eighth street.

fiiwlagHashiflit.

months.
1 Y.

ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Snrgeojp Office,
over E. Herold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.

1H

OCHOUTEN,

Genera] dealer

D

6 n.

A., Surgeon and Physician. Office over July*
the store of G. Van Putten A Co., where he
can be found during the day and night.

D

‘

'

.

American Historical Events.

QROEK

T
1J

v

ton Hnea, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
Goods, Yankee Notion*, Hats, Cape, etc.;
for ilrst insertion,and *6 cents for each subse- cor. Eighth and River streets.
quent insertion for any ^rtbd under three
8 M.

NN1S. T. E.. Physician;residence, opposite
l 8. W. cor. Public Sqnare.

EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
PUTTEN, Wk., Dealer in Drugs, MedD
corner Eleventh and River street opposite
cine*, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Biro's Family Medicine*; River St. public square.

VAN

Try Gooii.

One pqnaroof

Centennial.

Phyilelau.

cine*,
sician'*pre*criptions carefully put np; Eighth st.

A WEEKLY~TeW8PAPER,

l.'at'itviu .tiUivIxt
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.
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NO.

v
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BURNING OF

HOLLAND

say, at this distance, wtatl the prospects are.

The

BY C. VAN OOHTENBRUOOE.

stateglo

problem has been set down

it has yet to be solved ; but
M.^Agunt for^O.ttjtwaand Ahe- T’was Sabbath— a? a child, weary with play,
we may at least read Its terms.
Lien softly nwtllng on itn mother* b reset.
The Turkish line is a semicircle, extend*
VfEYEJR H.,«teCO., Dealersin all kind* ol Kur- chlnc.” Dealers in needles and attachmenta^
There sporting in its dream*, serenely lay
.H nltnro, Curtains. Wail Paper, Toy*, Coffin*,
ing
from the northwesternto the northBtavii,W:od, Bark, Xto.
Our olty, cslm, secure in holy rest.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three Pictnre Frames, etc. ; River street.
The
*
wool
toned
bells
hod
toiled
the
hour
of
prayer,
eastern
corner of Servia, and is intended
changes.
R., Dealer in Staves, Wood and
D EID8EMA J. M., A SON, General Dealer* In IT'ANTERS,
The
throng
sat
listening,
eager
to
accept
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
doubtless to shut the Servians up within
IV Furniture <fc Coffins; Eighth street. See ad- LV Bark; office at his residence,Eighth street. The oflered Bread that fuedeth souls; and there
lines, $2.00 per annum.
vertisement.
their own boundaries,while discouraging
Tobacco
sad
Cigars.
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubO’er c’on the gay, a sacred influence crept.
lished without charge.
uprisings in Bosinia and the other provin»•
'T'E ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
And In the happy home, the mother bowed
ces heliby the Turks. This line is perilthe expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sig- IT'LIETSTRA, A., Grocorle*and Supplies; a
Low o’er her dreaming boy, his future scanned,
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
ready market for country nroduce; a choice
ously long one, and to that extent Is bad,
Watehei and Jsvilry.
Was
pleased, there wept. She saw the tlircatning
stock
always
on
hand;
cor.
Eighth
and
Market
*t.
k#* AH advertising bills collectable quarterly
In a military sense. The Servians have
T OSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
cloud
rPE VAARWERK, O. J., Family Supply Store: •J and dealers iu Fancy Goods; Kenyon’# Block That blackens Youth'sfair sky, she raised her the choice to attack It at whatever point
1. a choice stock of groceries always on hand. River Street.
hand
they may think the weakest and the Turks
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eignth street.
And prayed:‘O God, keep thou my darling child
are under the embarrassing necessityof
Qiseral Dealer!.
From Rains path.’ Agaiu sho bowed fell low
guarding at once against attack at a score
And kissed her idol-he awoke and smiled.
I'xUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealer*in Dry Good*,
Chicago Ss Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
of possible points. Concentration,either
IJ Groceries, Crockery,Gla**ware,Hats, Caps,
That mother felt— what only mother’s know.
Clothingand Feed; River street.
for offensive or defensive operations, must
Taken Effect, Sunday, April 28, 1875.
Produce, Etc.
A frantic scene— as If pursued by foo
rPE ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Apples,JB bushel ................ $
be difficult and slow.
There comos one running ; on and on his course,
JL Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and conveyArrive at
Beans,
ft
bushel
...................
1
50
The Servians, on the other hand, have
ancer; office and *tore,cor. 9th and Market street.
Until the church is reached;his steps not slow
Holland.
Butter, ^ lb ....................
the
inside line, with the use of all the radii
And measured down the solemn aisle; A hoarse
Grand Rapids. 5.25 a. in. f 10.05 a. m.
PUTTEN G. A CO., General Dealer*, in Clover seed, fci bushel .............
Eggs, $ dor.cn ...................
And
frighted
whisper
runs
amid
the
crowd,
Dry
Goode,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Hats
and
of
the
half circle drawn around them, and
12.10p. in.
Honey, $ lb ...... ................ 18
Cape, Floor, Provision*, etc.; River st.
From one to other, yonder forestsburu I
3.80 p.
0.85 “ “
Hay, p ton .....................
they may throw heavy forces without
Doubt, horror, fear their pallid faces cloud;
8.35
* 0.15 p.m. VIT'ERKMAN A SONS, General DealersIn Dry Onlous. bushel ................
warning upon any part of their enemy’s
Potatoes, % bushel ...............
The terrormixed with resolution Stern.
If Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps, etc.; Timothy Seed, W bushel ...........
Muskegon, Pcntwater
>
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River *L
Wool, # & ......................
& Big Rapids. 5.30 a. m. f 10.20 a. m.
Then wildly bolls clanged fourth upon the air,
A still more thcateniog circumstancefor
f 4.20 p. nr. 10.25 ‘
V17BLTON A AKELY, General Dealers In Drv
Their janglingnotes and Ailed each lieart with
Wood, Stares, Etc,
the Turks is the advance of the MonteneGoods, Groceries. Crockery, Flour and Feed,
0.40 “
# 8.80 ‘
fright,
Provisions, etc. River street.
Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ 3 00
The mother snatched her babe and wept, but prayer grin forces into Bosnia. Thii army is in
New Buflalo &
green ...................
Flour ui Fsei.
And vows were on her lips; and men with might the rear of the Turkish left flank, and If
Chicago. f 10.40 a.
5.20 a. m.
beach, ary ................... 2 00
** green ..................
And main rushed forth intent on strife
12.25
3.25 p.m.
either the Montenegrins or their Servian
Q LOOTER & HIGGINS, Dealer* in Flour and Hemlock Bark ....... ............... 4 (X)@ 4.V)
With the devoming fiend. What their delight
* 9.35“
f 4.10 ‘
Staves,
pork,
white
oak
..............
£j,10
00
allies can break the Turkish line northFeed, Grain* and Hay, Mill-stnff, Ac., Ac. in
Staves, Tierce,
......... 12 00 To find his ravage stayed, his writhing life
* Daily except Saturday
Slooter’sBrick Building.— See Advertisement.
t Mixed trains.
Heading bolts, soft wood
.......... 8 00® 3 50
Subdued! Not conquered was the foe ere night. west of the town of Novi-Bazar,the TurkAll other trains dally excopt Sundays.
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50
Hudwiri.
ish forces on the Drlna will be an army
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............... “ 50
lime, which is 20 minutes Inter than Columbus UAVERKATE, G, J. First Ward Hardware Stave bolts,hardwood ....................4 00 The South wind sighed and ilghlng, Westward cut off from assistance and effectuallysur
versed,
12
time.
IX Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th Railroad ties, ........................
rounded. It is that part of the Turkish
street.
Then came with tenfold force and speed and
iGrain, Feed, Etc.
army which is most seriouslythreatened
fanned
Like Shore and Xichigan Southern R. R. ITAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer in General Hard[Corrected by the “PlHmtrMUle.H
The well-nigh wasted breath. The Are flend reared just now, and disaster to it accomplished
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
Wheat, white bushel ...........
©$120 His head, gained rapid strength, and lived once either by force or by etrategy, must have
Taken Effect,Sunday, Not. 21, 1875.
ITAN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealer* in Corn, shelled B bushel .............«5
more.
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- Oats, bushel .....................
the effect of clearing Bosinia of Turks and
40
FROM (ilt’ND
TO GR'ND RAPIDS. ments; Eighth street.
The astonished watchman strove to stay
Buckwheat,
bushel ............. 7ft
Expreai*. Mail.
Express. Mail.
permitting
the threatened revolt of the
STATIONS.
The scourge; the South wind scorned their fable
Bran, ^ ton .......................
ifl 00
P. M.
A. M.
A. X.
P. X.
lot 111.
Feed.
ton ....................
28 00
Bosnian
people.
power,
4 1ft
Grand Rapid*.
7 80
10 10
;? 10
VIOOJb .....................MO
4 32 * 7 44
The movements of the Montenegrins inGrandville.
9 ftft
6 56
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor. Barley. ^ 100 lb ................... 2 00 And hurried on its direfulway,
ft 4ft
8 26
Allegan.
8 45
5 45 am. First-claseaccommodation. Free Bn** to and Middling. <9 100 lb ................. i 88
The demon of the flame. O dread, appalling dicate a purpose on their part to accom9 41
6 11
Otsego.
8 16
6 18 frem the Train*. Eighth street.
Flour. ^ 100 lb ...................... 8 83
hour!
6 19
9 19
Piainwell.
8 07
6 10
plish this end, and their present efforts apPearl Barley, |H0O 1b ......... ..... 6 00
7 00
h .15
9 85
Cooper;7 33
4 45 /'1ITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindkrhout, Proprietor.
Among
the
tangled
brush
and
underwood,
pear to be directed, properly, to the pre6 50
9 50
Kalamazoo.
7 35
4 40 \j Bailt!nl873;Fnrnfshed Inelegant style, and
P.M.
A. M.
A.M.
Its blighting,devastating way It took,
P.M. a first-class hotel throughout.
liminary task of severing the connection
8 30
11 30
White Pigeon.
ft 50
3 06
Enw rapped the trees that In ita pathway stood.
^jirrial
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M. PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor;
between the Turkish army on the Drina
Danced la the air, lit np each secret nook,
6.00
6 30
Chicago.
10 40
|8 50
oppositetheC. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
and the main line, of which it is the exa m.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M. accommodation; building and furnltnrc new.
Played in the branches, frolicked with the night,
2 40
5 00
Toledo.
11 ftft
8 30
Crept up the creek to gain a point on high.
treme left wing. ' - .
A. X.
P. M.
P.M.
A.M
Leaped, flashed and glittered from a neighboring
Liverysod Sail Statin.
7 05
9 30
Cleveland.
7 40
3 40
A confusionin the despatchesleaves it
Prime Live Geese Feathers at

X1 “
”

on the

;

slate

ANTKRS, A.

furaitun.

....

CrocBrii*.

1

F

#ait $<W(L.

(Our parfcets.

Leave

Trains. Holland.

“
“
“
“
“ “
“
“
“ “

yAN

V

10.85““
ui.

:

““

line.

Tv

“

“
“
“

m.

“
“ “
“

p.m.

“

“

0

“

'.

v

‘

V

RAPIDS

83®

.

"

®

@

-

gotirw.

1

Feathers! Feathers!

P. M
1 15

A.M.
4 05

Buffalo.

P.X.
12 10

P.M.
7 55

H.

l)OONE A ALBERTI,

13

Livery and Sale Stable.
Office and barn on Market street. Everything

MEYER & CO.

Tikcn
Osier
No. 1

Effect,

X. 0. of 0- F.

North.
No. 2

STATIONS.

m.

p.

m.

8 20
7 4 ft
7 40
« 50
5 4ft
ft 17
4 00

12
11

1ft

Muskegon

4ft

Ferrysburg

p.

Doing
No. 3
p.

Grand Haven

11 40
11 11
10 85
10 1ft
9 2ft

VTIBBELINK. J.

Monday, May 29, 1870.

;Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

2
2
2
3
8
4
5

Sctth.
No. 1

m.

a.

m.

00
30
40
13

8
8
0
9
11
11
1

00
50
00
50
15

ftft

12
00

4ft

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Holland City Lodge, No. 162. IndependentOrder
1
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
street, near Market.
Fellows’ Hall, HolitudMich., ou Tuesday Evening
of each week.
iWagonmakn and Blackiaitki.
Visiting brothersare cordiallyinvited.
M. Harrington. N. G.
rvIJKEMA
BRO.. Wagon and Blacksmith John A. Roost, R. 8.
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairing done. River Street.
Whoever likes to see a first-class clean

1

A

iJ

pLIKMAN. J.. Wagon

and Blacksmith Shop; bakery with a good fresh stock of goods?
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing Go to Pessink’s.
pons. Cash paid for Furs.

F

15

To ComumptivM.

Hirehaat Tallin

^usmcisjj Jliwtonj.

pOSMAN. J.

The ndyertiscr,having been permanentW.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish- ly cured of that dread disease. Consumpting Goods.
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
Attomyi.
yoRST, W.. Merchant Tailor Cloth purchas- known to his fellow sufferersthe.means of
ed elsewhere, will be cut loonier. Reoairing cure. To nil who desire it, he will send a
ITOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
promptly attended to. River street.
il Notary Public; River street.
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
If cBRIDE, G. W., Attorneyat Law and SollciBeat Kartell.
and using the same, which they will find
ill tor in Chancery;office with M. D. Howard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
PUTKAUW., New Meat Market, near comer a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
13 Eighth and Fish Street.A!! kinds of sau- Bronchitis, &c. Parties whlshlngthe pre/ \RT, P. J. Counselsorat Law and Solicitor at
scription will please address
* / Chancery. Office, in Dr. Powers building. sages constantly on hand.
West of River Street,
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
yLEYS.P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
94 Penn St., Williamsborgh,N. Y.
IV
Meats
always
on
hand.
Eighth
street.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
JL Agent. Officein Kenyon's block, 9nd floor,
For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
yUITE. J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
River street.
Michigan.
IV vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
\7TSSCIIER A., Attorney at Law, Notary PnbHe and Conveyancer.Kenyon's building. yAN DER HAAR, IL, Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Why do they go to the City Bakery for
and Smoked Moats and Vegetables; paper
Corner of Eighth ana River street.
the best Raisins?* Because they always
and twine; 8th street.
keep the vejy best.
Bikirlii.

T'was midnight now; onr smoke enshroudedtown, near Nissa, about eighty or a hundred miles
Unconsciousof her waiting doom, still slept,
further northeast. Upon this question deThe young man dreamed of riches and renown:
pends the length of the respectivelinos,
The maiden,of her lover— how he’d kept
and the strategic advantagesinvolved.
His love and sacred vows: of hoarded gold
The father; weary of life's bitter gall,
The mother dreamed of Heaven. But the bold
Destroying Angel hovered o’er them all.
He gave the signal, forthwith leaped the fiend,
Upon his prey securely seized; he soared,
He ran along the roof and ridge, nor deemed
Himselfsupremo in power nntil he'd soared
Above the highest pinacle,and lashed
The clouds with whips of flame and thought

1>INNEKANT,

U

J.,

ManbetorUt, Killi, Stepi, Itc.

Proprietress of the Pioneer
to order; 8th street.

f.

Bakery; baking done

rvEMING, W.

I^ESSINK.Q.J. A.

Proprietror of City Bakery;
r. ..^’oofectlonaryand cigars;Refreshments In
this line served on call; Eighth atreet.

Manufacturer Plows, By
U Improved machinery
enabled to
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them,
H.,

of

is

sell the
at

IV

Banking and Collecting,
Drafts bought and told: cor. Eighth and

J.

_

R.K., Mannfkctnrerof and Dealer In
Agricultural Implements: commission agent
for Mowing Machines i cor. 10th A River street.

7M

o’clock,
Geo. Lauder, W.

M.

O. Doe#buro, Sec'u-

kX

River streets.
Book* and Statieasry.

I/- ANTKR8, L, T. Dealer in Books, btution-

«ry’ Cigars. Notlous and Toys, opposite
City Drag Store, Eighth street.

at

Children’s Carriages.

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Excelled by none in
I" of Ptugan- MUU: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

yERBEEK,

H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the
Phoenix Planlnj Mill. All Xlndsof buildIng material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

V

what
tain—
it

!rtttXrd

1

vv

is

joined.

its chances are. This only is certhe generals on either side have

chosen their positions; the strategic question is fairly and fully

made np and both

partiesunderstand it.

The

Turks are en-

deavoringto crush the Servians within a

short.

One instant and the work was done, black smoke
With fire commingled,billowed fiercely o’er
The place; The people mnrmnred not, nor spoke.
Confnsed they left their homes half clad and sore
At heart they fled toward* the open square,
As in the grave, so here they're equal—old.
Or yonng, or rich, or poor; they all must share
The common lot, like herded eheep within the fold.

steadily narrowing coil ; the Servians

hope

to break the line which environs them,
while the Montenegrins are
the

moving upon

Turkish rear for the purpose of ent-

ting the line, shutting up the Turkish left

wing between the two armies, and cleariog Bosnia of the

Turkish forces. The

Turkish strategy is, if their forces are suf-

Meanwhile the city was a sea of fire
That madly surged and groaned. Great waves of ficient, but unless their strength is considflame

erably greater, either in numbers or dial-

Upon each other rolled, and wrecked the Ire.
They hiaesd and scorched; no bounds restrain
The wide spread rain, while the heavens flashed
With the red glare; the stonghesthearts now

pline, than that of their enemy, they have

taken a very aerloos, if not an unwarrantable risk.

Erron

Quality,finish or price
H. MEYER & CO.
of

Youth.

accomplishment of its purpose, and there
Twas morn, and all was o'er A black flat plain
Now marked the place where yesterday had is nothing more to be done, in present cirstood
A city. Streets had vanished;

fight One great
positive result will go far to

cumstances, except to
all In

Here sought to fix the site of

vain

home; they could

Bat gaeas. A square of crumbled stone

battle with a

around decide the

result

of the campaign, and

A

smould’ringheap was of tha dwelling left, there is reason to expect the fighting of
And nothing more. Upon ths roasted ground
such a battle at a very early day. The
Lay strewn the dost of wealth the flamee had
Turks appear to have had the beat of the

reft.
^ gentleman who suffered for years
from
Nervous
Debility,
Premature
Decay,
Upon ths ashes of his home stood stern,
P. H., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps,
J^tPERBlNK W. A H. General dealers WILMS,
f v All kinds of wood turning and aawlng on
and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
The victim of despair.With stole mien
LJ in Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done; hand
and done to order. River street.
will, for the sake of suffering humanity, He stirredthe gray, red dost; nor would he tarn
River street
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
One hopeihl look toward* Heaven. Bat when
Vstarr Fnhllei
TTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
direction for making the simple remedy
he’d seen,
etc.; POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insaranee by which he was cored. Suffererswish- He stood and thought—a single tear he shed;
Agent, Notary Public and Gofcvsjraaotr;Col- ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
Then looked up through the gloom and saw
Batiit.
lections made la Holland and vlelaity.
can do so by addressing in perfect confiabove
The rifted cloud, his Father’s smile, then kneeling
/'tEE D. M., Dental Surgeon ; residence, and 117 ALSU, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, dence,
office on Eighth street, opposite Bakker &
JOHN B. OGDEN,
plead
and Insnranco Agent. Office, City Drug
Va . Rsalte.
That Father’s help, who smote, yet smote in love.
Store, bib street.
42 Cedar it., New York,

Boots ud Skosi.

fairly

failed,

TTEALD,

LTENYON, NATHAN,

be idle to speculateupon the

It is time now for the struggle to begin
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodok, When they beheld, and even fear was hashed.
in earnest. The stategy is wrought out;
No. 191, F. A A. M., will he held at Masonic Hall,
On swept the scoorge, and soon o'er all prevailed.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Augu»t
each side has set its forces in order for the

lower prices than any snrronndiug town. Plow 8, at
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

Bankhi ssd Iiohuft.

iT «

would

War is an uncertain
arbiter at best, and we know too little of
the forces engaged in this one to know
now

Thence he displayed his heraldry, which flashed
Like lightening,knowing that the time was

V

v

It

probable result of the conflict which

sport,

13

v

doubt whether General Tchernayeff’s

In

army faces the Turks near Novi-Bazaror

flrat-clas*.

Xich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

heighth,

Had gained the city— Holland's doom was nigh.

fightingthus far; but until a decisive battle shall be

fought the results of prelimi-

nary actions are of little consequence, except as they indicate fighting superiority
likely to turn

—N.
If

the acale in

a greater action.

7. Evening Pott.

you

wish for money, send a postal

card to the man
thing is dun.

who

owes you, and the

eecaped massacre at the Custer charge pro
to be the only survivorof thatWible slaugter. He was in th# fight, but escaped to the
river, washed off his Crow paint, changed the
dress of his hair, put on a Sioux blanket, and

- 1—

Horace Maynard, American Minister, presided,

appropriating$10,000 for preparingand
the several surveys
and scientific expeditions made during the century
a speech.
Juat closed ; by Steele, of Wyoming, authorizing
The war upon which the Remans were in the President to enlist, recruits for the army, to
no
ionths,to aid
with Sioux, escaping, however,*rhen raob haste to enter, has boencratherdisutrous serve
ing the
bands of Sioux
presented.He says ths-JBioux to them thus jfar, if tt# accounts of reeibt e
Single
nee co mini
tveloped Custer, who kiB|d his gagementa we to be believed. DiHpatches Dip*li
iriatioflIfill! re— T-r-g theixfcainflfor breuHorks, from Belgredb admit a lom of 700 in thfffigh.
;ht jx>m
—
yet been able to
agree___
and fought desperately,tho Indiana charging on the line of the DHn, and other accounts ...
“ffiaated
*ad debate a new ---------conference
his position time and again, losing heavily, £*®«rt that the Turks were also victorious in a waa apiMinted.. ..Holman moved to suspend
nd the
the Crow believes more than Custer. One btttle at Novi Bazar, where the Servianloes
company that of Oapt. Smith, tried was 1.500 in killed snd wounded.

*e»d the Declaration of Independence, and publishinga brief historyof

,

i

.

THE NEWS CONDENSED,

TO

THE EAST.

10 cS,.i?
to to® rear, but all
were killed and their bodies lay some rods from
dempnstnkion
at Phfl»delphi»on the erening of the 3a inat
are describedaa brilliantand grand beyond all flowing beard, was the last one standing that
oompaziaon.A nroceeeion containing thirty to® Indian recognized.Coster and ommand
within an hour. Caster’scomthousand people, bearing torches, denoea and
“and having been finished, the Indiana gathtransparencies, pended the streets up to midered their entire force about Reno, leaving the
night, and when the stroke of 12 o clock was
sqiuws to mutilate the dead and torture any
Thx

flfln^pnniy wMch-nig ht

A colliery explosion near Saint Arold, Gerfflsny, recently, killed (oifa-two
fbvty -seven

miners. I

snd wounded

I

1

1

''

BiyH’

era were

cee

their

the,

and

to oat
while

^

lost exhausted, in many inDguea protruding from their
r could speak aloud. They
(kora out could not moisten

dWtoiHadea,which some

ate

toeir parched lips. In
this state of Affairs they determined to gain
10

company and routed the main
portion of the Indiana who were guarding
the approach to the river, to which the
rally with his

M

1M

’"

---

a w Mt
Provld«« for the resumption of United SUtea notea with coin. Nsgatived-

Yve!’

with the Indiana,who eutnumbered them ten
s»XAV4 hia
Alia men had been without water
to one, and
thirty-eixhours, The appealsof the wounded
far water were ideed heartrending,while the

tw(>'lhlrd8 Intheafflnna-

horrible Indian butchery.

FORTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

approachedthe nver, but the attempt wae
Gen. Custer and Fire Companies of Cav- made and thoogh one man was killed and seven
the day in the resolution to pay P. B. 8. Pinehback
alry Massacred by Sloux-Not a Soul wounded, the water was gained and tho comheard, the advent of the oite-hondredth anniwno proved to be living. The remains bear many the expense* of hi* Senatorial contest. The resoluEscapes to Tell the TerribleStory.
mand relieved. When the fightingceased fnr
versaryof the nation*!birth was greeted by
the night, Reno caused hia Mima]* tebelik^
avast multitudewith cheers and rejoicings. evidencesof torture. The torturespracticea tlon waa made the text of aoiae ipeecbeo of a politSalt Lakh, July 6. — A. special corre- wise relieved, and farther prepared for the atical nature, Bayard and Morton taking the lead for
The exercises on the Fourth were earned out
their respective «lde« in the debate. Adjourned to spondent of the Helena (Mont.) Herald tack, which he knew would be resumed on the
accordingto the programme, and are described
Wednesday.
next morning. Officera and men kept in good
writes from Stillwater, Mont, July 2
aa magnificent. The street pageant was
Souse.—Tb» Breaker called on the States tor
were severed from the body. The entrails
“ Muggins Taylor, scout for Gen. Gib- heart, but all wondered what had become of
one of the grandest ever witnessed. The
had been taken, and from many the limbs bills, snd half a doren of a private nature were
Custer. There had been forty-eight hours of
Declaration of Independence was' read
bon, got here last night direct from fighting and no word from their respectedcomwero chopped off. Other bodies were partially introducedand referred. Several filibustering
from the original manuscript by a grandson of
burned, a few were not found, but clothing motions were made to conaume the morn- Little Horn river. Gen. Custer found mander.
Richard Henry Lee, one of the aiguera of the
Twenty-four hours more of fighting and susrecognized. ing hour and prevent the introduc- tne Indian camp of about 2,000 lodges
document, Bayard Tayior recited from memory
tion ot Neal’s bill for the repeal of the Resruaption on the Little Horn, and immediately pense ensued, when the Indians abandoned
the potm which he had prepared for the occasot. ..Olivermoved to suspendthe rules snd adopt
sion, and Hon. William 1L E farts delivered an
attacked the camp. Custer took five their village in great confusion. Then Reno
pests have taken wings and are flying away in the resolution appointing a select committeeto inknew that euooor was near. Gen. Terry, with
eloquent oration.,.. While Dr. Buoher,
loner, proa
northwestern direction. The farmers are quire info the dispositionmade of 1,300.000acres of companies and charged the thickest Gibbon e command, and bis own infantry had
prietor of a drug-etoro in Phlladel
hiladolphia,
land granted fot the improvement of the Des
represented as happy over the unexpected Moines rapids.On motion of Holman Urn Cemmit- portion of the camp. Nothing is arrived, and, as the oomradee in armn met,
was preparing color*
colored dree for a pyrotechnic
turn of affairs,ana calculateupon at least an tee on PuRlc Lands was substituted for The select known of the operationsof this strong men wept on the necks of etch other.
lay on the 4th,
4th, there
display
there was a terrible
explosion which shattered the building, average yield of grain.... Sioux City, Iowa,ia committee,and the motion, as modlied,was detachment, only as they trace it by the After congratulationsto the gallant commandred hot for war. The city tenders the Gov- adopted.... Holman statedthat the conference comfor his successful defense,inquiries were
and then set H on Are, completelydestroyingft.
dead. Major Reno commanded the er
ernment, for the Indian service,1,000 men, mittee on the PostoffloeAppropriationbill had
made for Custer, but none could tell where he
Ihe Dootor wm instantly killed,aa were also his
other seven companies, and attacked the was. Soon an officercame rushing into camp
with hones and bridles, and a transporiyion agreed, snd the bill was being printed.
brother, John H. Buoher, and Bernard Kansetrain, to be ready to move within ten days /ft
Wednesday,
July 5.— Senate.—Sherman in- lower portion of the camp. The Indians and reUted that he had found Custer dead
fter
man and William Young. J. 0. Bucher, father
troduced a Joint resolution reciting that “ We, the ooured in a murderous fire from all di- stripped naked, but not mutilated, and near him
of the Doctor, was badly burned..... their acceptance.
Senate and House of Representatives in Congrees rections. Be sidee, the greater portion his two brothers.Col. Tcm and Boston Custer;
The coal mining and transportationcompaPOLITICAL.
his brother-in-law. Col. Calhoun, and nephew
nies having recentlysuspendedoperations in
assembled, in the name of the people of the United fought on horseback. Custer, his two
Col. Yates; Col. Keogh, Capt. Smith, Lieut.
The Louisiana Republicans held their State States,in this, the beginning of the eecond century
the Pennsylvania mining region, for the albrothers,a nephew, and a brother-in-law Crittenden,a aon of Gen Crittenden;Lieut.
leged reason that the supply of coal greatly ex- Convention at New Orleans last week, a B. of our national existence,direct and assume the
completion of the Washington monument, in the were all killed, and not one of his de- BtnrgiB, a son of Gen. Sturgis;Col. Cooke.
ceeds the demand, thousands of miners are Packard was nominated for Governor, and C.
city of Washington, and do' direct the committees
Lieut Porter, Lieut. Harrington, Dr. Lord,
idle, and the consequenceis turbulence and 0. Antoine (colored), present incumbent,for of both houses to institute the necesaary pro- tachment escaped. Two hundred and
Mark Kellogg, the Bismarck Tribune reporcrime. Great lawlessness is reportedin Car- LieutenantGovernor.
visionaof law to carry this resolution into effect," seven men were buried in one place, and
ter, the only oorrespondent with the expedibon, Schuylkill.Lehigh and other counties.
It was adopted by a unanimous vote.... The bill the killed are estimated at 300, with only
Gov. Connor, of Maine, has appointed Mr.
tion, and 190 men and scouts. Custer went
to encourageand promote telegraphic communicaBiota are of daily and nightlyoccurrence,and
31 wounded. The Indians surrounded into the battle with companies C, L, I. F, and
Blaine, to suooeed Mr. Morrill in the United tion between Asia and America was passed
.The
a number of murders are reported.
Reno’s command, and held them one day L, of the Seventh Cavalry,the staff aud tho
conference
report
on
the
Poetofflce
Appropriation
A dispatch from Augusta, Me., says : “Mr. States Senate from that State.
bill was agreed to.
.The Senate devotedthe entire in the hills, cut oft from water, until non-commissioned
staff of his regiment, and
afternoon to the consideration of the resolution
a number of scouts, and only one Crow scout
Blaine has now been home eight days. So far,
WASHINGTON.
Gibbon’s
command
came
in
sight,
when
giving pay and mileage to P. B. 8. Pinchlwck,
remains to tell the tale. All are dead. Cnater
there has been no specialchange in his cise.
The Dutch steamer LieutenantGeneral amounting to some SW.OOO. Attemptswere made they broke camp in the night and left.
was surrounded on every band bv the Indians,
The nervous prostration is still a marked char- Kroeaen recently founderedin the straite of to amend by adding other unsuccessful claimants of
“The Seventh fought like tigers, and and his men and horses fell as ’they fought
Monday, July

8.— Serw/e.—The Senate spent

•

.

.

acteristic. He is not able to leave his room,
and is almost entirely confinedto his bed. His
physicianthinks it will be many weeks before
he will resume active work. Au Europeantrip
is stronglyrecommendedas soon as his strongth
is

euflicient."

Castle Gaedeh, the famous old wooden
structure whereat millions of immigrants
landing in New York have first set foot on the
shores of America, has been destroyedby

The

fire.

potato-bug,which has been busily at

thirty livee

were

lost....

Our

Centennial

No less than four murders were perpetrated
in Washington on Independence Day, all resulting from too

eral assumed it the outset of the whisky prosecutions. Gen. Bristow answered that, without
A trapeze performer named Collier met his affirming or denying anything as to the relations winch the committeesought to inquire
death in a tragic manner at Chicago,a few days
about, he held that all consultationsbetween
since. He had concluded an engagement at the Presidentand his Cabinet officersshould be
the Coliseum, and while engaged in taking treated as matters of high privilege, and, on
down his ropes and trapeze apparatus fell from that ground, he respectfully but emphatically
the root of the building to the floor. The un- declined to answer.
fortunate man struck on his head, and, his
Washington advices say that it is probable
brains being dashed out, de&tn ensued almost
Congrees
will adjourn about the 20th of July.
instantaneously. He lett a wife and two children.
A Washington dispatch of the 8th says
•

:

“Gen. Sherman arrived here last evening,
terrific tornado on the night of July 4. Thirty- and, in company with several prominent army
nine buildings were riddlod to pieces, and officers,had a consultationwith the President.
It is decided that there is but one course to
scarcely a house in the citv escaped injury.
pursue, vid that is to make a more active warThree persons were killed and a large number
city of Burlington, Iowa, was visited by a

Crop reports from 238 points in Ohio, In-

fare against the rebellious Sioux until they are
severely punished and made to live upon their
reservation."

recent hot weather in Washingtonhas

over the massacre of Gen. Custer and his com-

The diamond necklace and earrings sent by
Sherman
larly in tbo Territories, and thousands of men Fitch have been taken from the vaults of the
are eager to organize for the punishment of the United States sub-Treasury in New York, and
rades is intense throughout the West, particu-

the Khedive of Egypt to Mrs. Minnie

red devils. There is a geneial feeling that the
bo wiped out.... The

sent to the acting Secretaryof the Treasury at
Washington, who will deliver them to Gen.
Sherman in accordance with the resolutionof

to

movement to

organize a force of volunteers to take part in the Indian campaign has Congress.
assumed a definite shape in Utah. A regiment
Twelve companies of troops have been orof 1,200 frontiersmen,armed to tho teeth with
dered west, to reinforcementGen. Terry.

were overcome by mere brute force. on tho skirmiah lino or in the lino
The Indian loss cannot he estimated,as of battle. Custer was among the
last to fall, but when hie cheering voice was
they bore off and cached most their no longer to be heard the Indians made
killed. The remnant of the Seventh easy work of the remainder. The bodies of
Cavalry and Gibbon’s command are re- all. save tho Tribune correspondent alone,
turning to the mouth of the Little Horn, were strippei aud moet of them horribly
where the steamboat lies. Tlie Indians mutilated. Custer’swas not mutilated. Ho

was shot through the body and through the
the arm.' of the killed soldiers. head. Kellogg lay in the field as he fell, unThciisday, July 6.— Senate.— A resolution There were seventeen commissioned disturbed. The Indians lost heavilv in the
was adopted providing for the appointment of a officers killed.
battle. When Terrv reached their village tho
committee of three Senatorsto visit the Pacific
“The whole Cnster'familydied at the camp was strewn with robes gaudily painted,
coast and investigate the character, extent and head of their oolumn. The exact loss is with finely-dressed hides and interestingor
effect of Chinese immigrationto this country....
valuable Indian trinkets. In a burial tent
The Senate resnmed consideration of the articles not known, aa both Adjutants and the they left nine of their chiefs, whose spirits
of Impeachment against W. W. Belknap, Sergeant-Major were killed. The Indian had flown to the happy hunting-groundarlate Secretary of War. Lynde made- the
rayed most gorgeously.In the ravines the
opening argument on the part of the managers. camp was three to four miles long and was
Some half-dozen witnesses were examined, princi- twenty miles up the Little Horn from dead, were abandoned by tho Indians,
pally with reference to the moneys passing between its mouth. The Indians actually pulled evidentlyin their solicitude for tho wounded.
Marsh and McDowell.
Hero was found tho Crow scout who survived
men off their horses in some instances. the battle by hiding in a ravine. He believes
H( use.— The House passed the Geneva Award
I give this as Taylor told me, as he Was their loss to have been greater than the loss
bill... .Randall reported that the conference
over
the field after the battle. The of the whites, for in the battle they were so
committee on the Legislative,Executive and Juabove
is confirmed bv other letters, much more numerous and were the assaultdicial bills had been unable to agree. After a
ing party after the first dash. Col. Reno and
long partisan delate,participated la chiefly by which say Custer met a fearful disaster.”
his officers agree with tms estimate. The
Garfield and Cox, the conference report wks agreed
village numbered 1,000 lodges, and many
FURTHER HORRIBLE CONFIRMATION.
to, and a new committeeof conferenceappointed,
consisting of Randall, Morrison,and Kasaen....
Salt Lake, Utah, July 5.-The willow topees had been added within a few
Conferencecommitteeswere orderedon the Silver
Time*' extra from Bozeman, Mont., days. It is believed by those who fonght
bill and on the Sundry Civil Appropriation
bill....
that the warriors must have numbered 4.000.
The Senate joint resolutionfor the completionof July 3, 7 p.m., hasthefolllowing: “ Mr. The casualties foot up 2G1 killed, and 52
the Washington monument wss taken from the Taylor, bearer of dispatches from the
wounded. Thirty-eightof the wounded were
Speaker's table and passed unanimously.
Little Horn to Fort Ellis, arrived this brought to Fort Lincoln, and the remainder,
Friday, July 7. — Fenate. — W indom introevening and reports the following : The excepting the three who died, were cared for
duced a bill e* tending and continuing for a period
on the held. Charley Reynolds was "also
battle was fought on the 25th, 30 or 40
of ten days the act recentlypassed to provide temkilled. Reynolds,with Kellogg, Do Wolf,
miles below the Little Horn. Custer Reed, Boston Custer, and Lord were the only
porarilyfor the expendituresof the Government.
....A bill was passed providingfor the sale of the attacked the Indian village of from 2,500 citizens killed.
Fort Kearney military reaervatton in Nebraska.
to 4,000 warriorson one side, and Col.
There was an acrimoniouspartisan debate in the
Senate on the general subject of appropriation bills. Reno was to attack it on the other.
Paid in His Own Coin.
Morrill, Logan and Morton bitterlyassailed the Three companies were placed on a hill as
course of the House in adhering to its redactions,
a reserve. Gen. Custer and 15 officers, A few evenings since a young couple
which they claimed would cripple the Government,
called upon a clergyman at Oneida,
and amounted virtuallyto nullification
and revolu- and every man belonging to the
tion. Thurman aud Bogy repliedwith great warmth, five companies was killed. Reno Wis., and stated that they wiihed to be
and defended tho action of the House in reducing
united in the holy bonds of matrimony.
expenses, arguing that the Senate had no right to retreated under the protectionof the reassail the motives of the lower house. That body,
serve. The whole number killed was Before the ceremony commenced the
they claimed, had acted in obedienceto the voice
315. Gen. Gibbon joined Reno. The young lady excused herself from the
of the people. New conferencecommittees were
room, saying that she would return iu a
then appointed upon the General and Sundry Indians left the battle-ground like a
few moments. She handed the minister
Civil Appropriation
bills.... A bill waa passed to slaughterpen. as it really was, being in
remove the politicaldisabilitiesof G. T. Beaurea note which he read soon after her dea
nan-ow
ravine.
The
dead
were
much
gard, of Louisiana. ...Paddock introduced a bill auparture. It was as follows : “Arthur
thorizing the Presidentto accept the servicesof mutilated, The situation now looks
—
“ You will wait for me in vain, for the
volunteers from the Territories,to be
employed against the Indians, limiting serious. Gen. Terry arrived at Gib- longer you wait the further away I’ll be.
bon’s camp on a steamboat, and crossed
the number to five regimentsaud the term of enI shan’t marry you to-night. You went
listment to three months..-. The impeachment the command over, and accompaniedit
trial was resnmed. Belknap'scounsel changed
back ou me a year ago, aud I’ll get even
their tactics, and sharply cross-examined
the wit- to join Custer, who knew it waa coming
with you now.” The bridegroom took
nesses,bnt no new facts were elicited. The man- before the fight occurred. Lieut. Critagers appeared especially anxious to prove the
tenden,
son
of
Gen.
Crittenden, was tbo hint, bade the clergyman good-by,
receipt of the money by Belknap, and they sucand started for home.
among the killed.”
.

The

published in the Cincinnati Gaxette.From alarmed members of Congrees, and there is
these reports it appears that the season thus far
expressed among them a general desire to get
>b*» been very propitiousfor growing most away from the capital as soon as possible.
lands of grain, but just aa the harvest apGENERAL*
proaches there is threateneddisaster from conA feature of the Centennial July celebratinued rains, from all points except Tennessee
and Southern Kentucky. Fears of the deetruo- tion in Philadelphiawas the assemblage in the
tion of
portion of the crops from this cause
historic room of IndependenceHall of 130
are entertained. Aa tpe Crops now stand, authors, there gatheredto hand in their
wheat promisee a yield of two-thirds ; oats lees sketchesof the lives of tho signers of the Decthan an average crop ; corn, an unusuallylarge laration and other Revolutionary patriots.
crop ; hay in abundance, but rank and weedy,
Among the authors wore Robert C. Winthrop,
and wheat suffering considerablyfrom the rav- Charles Francis Adams, Gen. John A. Dix,
ages of the weevil
Thomas WentworthHigginson and John Eaten
The feeling of excitement and indignation Cooke.

Indians ought

but only the claim of Mr. Sykes, of Alabama,
was accepted, and then the resolutionwas passed by
a vote of 27 ayes to 11 nays.

.

THE WEST.

diana, Illinois,Kentucky and Tenneeseeare

.

House.— Seclyc offered a resolution, calling on
Fourth of July was celebratedby 30,000 people
in Dublin, Ireland ; it wae also appropriately the Secretary of the Interior for informationreobeerved by the Americans hi Berlin, Germany; garding what portion of tho Indian trust funds has
Geneva, Switzerland, and other European been invested in securitiesother than stocks of the
centers. . .The Khedive of Egypt will furnieh United States since 1841. Adopted.... The House
agreed to the conierenco report on the Postoffice
the Porte 12,000 eoldiers.
Appropriation bill.

much bad whisky.
Ex-SecretaryBristow was before tho subthe early part of the season, is now literally committee of the House on the 6th inst., and,
destroyingthe potato crop in Connecticut and after a few preliminaryquestions, was asked
in some other parts of New England.
what attitude the President and Attorney Gen-

of others more or less injured.

.

seats,

Sunda, in the East Indies. Two hundred and

work in New York and Pennsylvania during

The

.

.

got

all

.

ceeded.

House.— Bills were passed establishingthe rank of

Paymaster General in the army, repealing the law
authorizing the appointment of civil engineersin

LATER PARTICULARS.

There

are

now

40,000,000 tons of

coal waste lying useless in the anthracite

RENO’S PRELIMINARYEIGHT AND THE TERRIBLE regions of Pennsylvania.
BUFFERINGS OF HIS TROOPH — THIRTY-SIX
HOURS SURROUNDED IIY INDIANS, AND WITHTHE MARKETS.
OUT WATER, AWAITING CUSTER, WHO NEVER
Saturday,July 8.— Senate.—A bill continuCAME— A HOLD STROKE FOR LIBERTY SUCing for ten days the act recently passed to provide
NEW YORK.
CEEDS AND REVEALS TO THEM THEIR BUTCHBeevzh ............................
S 50 All 00
temporarily for the expendituresof the GovernERED COMRADES.
Hooh .............................0 75 $ 7 Q0
ment was passed ; also a bill extending for the
The correspondentof the Chicago Cotton ......... V..... .......... 12 U* 12
same time an act authorizingthe Congressional
Flour— Superfine Western ........ 3 60 f4 15
Printer to continue the puolic printing....Logan Time* telegraphsfrom Bismarck, under
No. 2 CbicaKo .............i 12 <<$113
moved lo take up the House bill to equalize the date of Julv 6, the following additional Wheat—
Corn— Mixed Western .............
56Jtf
bounties of soldierswho served in the late war for
Oats— No. 2 Chicago ...............38,v^ 40
the Union. Lost ; yeas, 20; nays, 28. Logan gave details of this horrible butchery :
Rxe— Western ...................... 7s (4 so
notice that
would move to take
In a recent dispatch,I informed you that Pork— New Mess ..................
19 60 <it20 75
up the bill every morning, and he would
CuHter exnected to strike the Indians aud give Laud— b team .....................
. 11)*$ 11,V
call for the yeas and nays on the motion.
CHICAGO
Sherman introduceda bill providing for the com- them battle on the 24th. As stated, he left the
pletion of Washington monument....A mcasage mouth of the Rosebud on tho 22d, with twelve Brsvxs— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 10 @ 3 23
.
Choice Natives ...........4 75 ' $ 5 0o
was received from the House announcing the death companies of the Seventh Cavalry,striking tho
Cows and Heifers ........ 2
3 75
of Bdward Y. Parsona, of Kentucky,and, on motion trail whore Reno left it, leading in tho direction
Good Becond-cUssSteers. 4 CO
of McCreery,the Senate, as a mark of respect,ad- of tho Little Horn, a branch of the Big Horn.
journed until 11 o’clock on Monday.
Medium to Fair .......... 4 40
On the evening of the 24th, aoonts reported
Uiuse.-TU Honao waa engagedtho greater part fresh trails, and on the morning of Hoos— Live ..... ................ 8 35
Flouu — Fancy White W inter ...... fl 75
of the day in debating tho bill reportedby the the 2oth discovered
Indian village
Good to choice spring ex . 6 25
open the safe. They robbed the safe of all the
FOREIGN.
Committee on Indian Affairs, declaring the oonntry twenty miles above the mouth of the Werat—No. 2 ............. ....... 98
money and valuables it contained, some
Active hostilitieshave begun between Servia north of the North PlatU river and east of the sum- Little Horn, about three miles long aud half a
No. 8 Spring ..............
ijsifi-OoO,and after dumping their plunder into
and
Turkey,
aud
the
fear is general that the mit of the Big Horn mountain,in Wyoming Terri- mile wide, fifteen miles away. Cuater pushed Corn— No. 2...............*...,**<
a sack, which one of the robbers carOats- No.
..............
tory, open to exploration and aettlement....Knott
ried, qnietiy left without interfering contest will assume continental proportions. announced the sudden and unexpecteddeath of hit
Rye-No. 9. ...... ....... ..........
Barley— No. 2...
with any of the passengers.As they On the 2d inst. the Servians cromed the Turk- colleague,Edward Y. Parsons, and offered resoluB utter— Creamery
were leaving the leader said to the passengers : ish frontier at three points, and simultaneously tions for the appointmentof a committeeto superwhen near the village struck an abandoned Eoos— Fresh
“If you see any of Allen Pinkerton’smen, tell the Prince of Montenegro led his army into intend the fnueral and to attendThe remains to
..j u n,
While the Induns were .....
moving
in hot Pork— Mess
them they, bad better come and find ns.” Herzegovina. Servia is a semi-independent Louisville. The resolutions were adopted, snd tepee. Wfc—
Blackburn,Hopkins, Hartsell,Walker, Fort, Law- haete as if in retreat, Reno, with seven com- Laud. .................. .....
There were eight of the bandits, and they are
ST. LOUIS.
rence and Clark were appointedsuch committee. panies of the Seventh Cavalry, was ordered to
Wheat— No. 2 Bed Winter ......... 1 65
believedto be a part of the notoriousYounger
Monday, July 10.— Senate.— Wright, from the left to attack the village at ite head, while Ooen— Western Mixed .............41
gang. Parties were organized,nnd at last ac- tributary to Turkey. _________
rSialar
— x to the rig
*ght
Coster, with five companies —went
Oats— No. 2.
.............^
counts were tn hot ptmmit of the bandits. ... born in 1855. Its area is 12,600 square miles, the Committee on Judiciary, reported a bill to exand
commenced
a
vigorous
attack.
Beno
ft
felt Bye-No. . ........................ <W
The reiuforcepieuts
ordered to join Crook and or a little greater than the State ox Maryland, tend the duration of the court commissionersof
Pork— Mess .......................
20 25
Terry will give each of these commanders at and it is separatedfrom the lower Adriatic by Alabama claims until Nov. 1 next.... After the of them with three companies of cavalry, and Lard ............... ..... ...... 10
was almost instantlysurrounded, aud after an
least 2,000 effective fighting men— a force that Dalmatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina. The transactionof some unlthportant business tho imHoos .....
...................6 90
1861
1.098,281 peachment trill was Jetumed. The witnessesex- hour or more of desperate fighting,during Cattle ........
should suffice, under judicious handling, to population
which
he
lost
Lieuts.
Hodgson
and
McIntosh,
MILWAUKEE.
give a good account of any bauds of Indians ”.-A battle was fought between the amined were Mr. Reid, the editor of the New York
Turks and Servians on the 3d of TWknna, Mr. Marsh, the original post-trader of Dr. DeWolf, and twelve men, with several In- Wheat— No. 1.
they may encounter.
Fort
BUI,
on
whose
testimony
before
a House com- dian scouts killed,and many wounded, he out
No.
2.
The propellerSt. Clair, from Duluth to » uly, in which the latter wore defeated with mittee the impeachment of Belknapwas based, and hte way through the Indians, crossed Corn— No. 2...,
the loss of nearly 3,000 in killed, wounded and
bluff 800 feet Oats -No. 2. ..
Ontonagon, was burned on Lake Superior, off captured. The Turkish low was 450 killed and Gen. Hazon, who was Instrumentalin the exposure the river, and gained
of the Fort SUJ rascality.Thair testimonywas
.......
in
height,
where
intrenched
snd Rye....
Fourteen-Mile point, oulhe 10th insU The 800 wounded.; . .Austria is rapidly placingher very damaging to Belknap.
Baulky— No. 2.
was
soon
Joined
by
Col.
Benton
with
four
com«army on a war footing.
CINOINNAli.
House.— The House passed s bUl continuing for par los. In the meantimethe Indians resumed
fire caught lathe hold, aud in lees than five
Wheat ......... ......
7T... 1 10 <$1 15
The
venerable
ex-President
Santa
Anna
died
ten
days
the
act
defraying
temporarily
the
ordinary
minutes the boat was enveloped in llanies from
tho attack, which hud abated in vigor for an
t§ 49
one end to the other. Owing to tho rapidity in the City of Mexico on the 24th of June, toff uoccaiary cxpsmfitnrea of tho Government.
^P^tod desperate chargfB,
Ryk ...........................
with which tfie flames spread bnt one bout was
c*t>Ie dispatch announces tho death
Pom— Mess ...................
WA AAA<»*«W1« *AA AlgUtVAIW AA VJ V/UJ
launched. Isfe-preserverswere brought on of Cassia. cr IV rior, the distinguishedFrench
deck, and all succeeded in putting one on, statesman..... The English cotton trade is seriexpedition under Gens. Terry, Crook ever, than the one occupied by Reno, aud as their
and Glbboriagainstthe Northwestern^Tndlaua.arms were longer range and bettor than those L“I> ...............TOiioo. .....
when a rush was made for the yawl, whidh
ously depressed.
Wheat— Extra ....................i oi <» f on
Adopted. ...Tho Speaker pro t«». laid beswamped six or seven times.
Amber ................... 1 11 & i
telegraphic dispatch
A Servian victory of considerableimportance fore the House
very cold, snd it was not long before all
Corn
.......................
from
the
Governor
of
Htorf
Mating
that
Oats— No. 2 .............
but one of the passengers,sixteen!in is announced in the cable dispatches. After Mr. Blaine, having accepted the vacant SenatorEAST LIBERTY, PA.
number, perished, together with tea of ten hours of desperatefightingat Bachka, the ship from that state, had resigned his seat os a
crew.
the boat uhttglit
..... Bjtroduoed and day wore on. Reno had lost in killed anff Hoae— Yorkers ....................6 75
Turks fled, and the place fell into the hands of
PhiladelphlAB.............. 6 90 ® 7 00
fire she was about five miles: from shore t
pointing a com- wounded a largo portion of bis command, forty
th* Servians.... The Americanain ConstantiCattle— Best ......... : ............ 7 oe (g 7 50
»•<«* «uv, jM.umu *r.j.vory,and report
e Crow scout heretoforercportelas having
odd having been killed before the bluff wae
Medium ...............
® G 00
nople enthuaketicallyhonored the Fourth. the condition and management of the Indians ; by
reached, lmany of them iu hand-to-hand conflict Sheep ...........................
£ 5 00

weapons which they know how to use. well
The purser of the steamship T^bee, from
mounted and equipped,will be tendered to the
Secretarvof War, and, if accepted,the regi- San Domingo, has forwardedto the' Secretary
ment will be recruited without delay nnd put in of State, from the American Consulate at that
readinessto march against the hostile Sioux. port, the details of au insult to the American
....Jacob Rohm, tho aroh-conspirator
of tho flag. It seems that the Tybee. when on tho
Chicago whisky ring, has been sentenced to six way from New York to San Domingo,took on
months’ imprisonmentin jail and ordered to board, aa a passenger at Cape Haytien, Gon.
pay a fine of 410,000. Ills puniabmout was Pablo Villanueva, tho ex-Ministerof War aud
light hi consequence of his having turned Marine under PresidentGonzales, of Ban
State’s evidence.
Domingo. When tho Tybee was lying at the
Axotmer daring railway robbery took place latter port she was boarded by armed soldiers,
in Western Missouri on the night of July 8. who, despite tho remonstrances of the American
Consul and the Captain of the vessel, seized
The express train which left Kansas City on Villanueva and carried him ashore.
the Missouri Pacific railway at 4:45 o’clock on Western Congressmen are urging on Uie
tho evening named was boarded by highway- War Department the acceptanceof Btate volunmen near OttervilleStation. The bandits seized teers for tho Indian war as the most effective
the United States Expressmessenger, and, with and economical plan for the speedy subjugapistols pointed at his head, compelled him to tion of the hostile tribes.
.

the navy, and compelling the Pacific railroadsto set
apart out of their earnings a sum to apply in the
payment of their debt to the Government.
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unsectarianand free to all: with simplicity and
frugality in public and private affairs; and with
a fraternal spirit of btrmony pervadingthe peoHis Letter Accepting the Nomination for ple of all sections and classes, we may reasonathe Presidency.
bly hope that the second century of our existence as a nation will, by the blessing of God,
Columbub, 0., July 8.
be pre-eminent as an era of good feeling and
The Hon. Edward McPherson,the Hon. William A.
Howsrd, the Hon. Joseph H. lUiney, and others, a period of progress,prosperity,and happily, your fellow-citizen,
fellow-citizen.
Committee of the Republican National Conven- ness. Respectfully,

HATES.

tion:

Gentlemen— In reply to yonr offld&l communication of June 17, by which! am informed
of my nomination for the oftioe of Preeidehtof
the United Btatee by the Repnblican National
Conventionat Cincinnati, I accept the nomination with gratitude, hoping that, under Providence, I shall be able, if elected, to execute
the duties of the high office as a trust for the
benefit of all the people.
I do not deem it necessaryto enter upon any

out

a parallel. To congratulateyou and the
American people upon this occasion affords
me so much the greater pleasure,because
since the treaty of friendship which my ancestor of gloriousmemory, King FredericII.,
who now rests with God, concluded with the
United States, undisturbedfriendship hts
continually existed between Germany and

America,

and has

been developed and

strengthemed by the ever-increasingimport|uqb of their mutual relations.andby an intercourse being more and more fruitful in every
tiuktv-mne people
domain of commerce and science.That tbe
welfare of tbe United States' end the friendTerrlbU Fate ot the Village of Rock- ship of the two countriee may continue tu
dale, Iowa— The Town Swept Awhy by increaseis my sincere desire and confident
a Flood, and Every Inhabitant Drowned. hope. Accent renewed assurance of my unDubuque, Iowa, July 6.—
the qualified esteem.
Berlin, June 9.
'William.
night of the Fourth the little hamlet

bbowhbb.

On

1876.

of Rockdale, 3 miles southwest of
the city was swept away as with the
besom of destruction. Every building
in the little town save the Catfish Mill
A

extended examination of the declaration of
principles made by the convention. The resolutions are in accord with my views, and I
heartily concur in the principlesthey announce. In severalof the resolutions, how- was washed from its foundation and torn
ever, questions are considered which are of into a wreck that defies description.
such importance that I deem it proper to briefThe dozen buildings — all that were
ly express my convictions
in regard to them.
The fifth resolutionadopted by the conven- located on the bottom lands of the Cattion is of paramount interest. More than tish save the mill— were carried off as if
forty years ago a system of making appoint- they were so many cockleshells,and
ments grew up, based upon the maxim, “To
whirled adown the surging and boiling
the victors belong the spoils,*’The old rule
—the true rule— that honesty, capacityand current, crushing them into fragments.
Thirty-ninehuman beings were swept
fidelityconstitute tbe only real qualifications
for ofllce, and that there is no other claim, hurriedlyfrom life into the great maelpave place to the idea that party services were strom *01 death. Men, women and chilto be chiefly considered. All parties, in pracdren to that number, were drowned,
tice, have adopted the system. It has been
essentiallymodified since its first introduc- and their stiff bodies — those of the
tion ; it has not, however, been improved. thirty that have been rescued up
At first the President, either direodv or to this hour— were ranged side by
through the heads of departments, made all side along the shady side of the
the appointments, But gradually the apmill awaiting the last sad funeral
pointing power, in many cases, passed into
the control of tbe members of Congress. The rites. In one instancewe saw an entire
offices in these cases have become not merely
rewards for party services, but rewards for
services to party leaders. This 8\-stem destroys
the independence of the separatedepartments
in the debris of the crushed buildings
of the Government. It tends directly to extravaganceand official incapacity;it is a temp- near the scene of their death, while
tation to dishonesty ; it hinders and impairs others, and the greater part of them all,
that carefulsupervision and strict account- were found along the banks from a
ability by which alono faithful and efficient
few roils to a mile down the stream
public service can be secured; it obstructstbe
prompt removal and sure punishmentof the Some were almost entirely hid from
thai
unworthy;in every .way it degrades the civil view by the floods of
service and the character of the Government; had been swept along by the maddened
it is felt, I am confident, by a large majorityof
waters, with perhaps a hand only exthe members of Congress, to be an intolerable
posed to sight, or a foot or a portion of
burden and an unwarrantable hindrance to tbe
proper dischargeof their legitimate duties;it the face, or perhaps only a small portion

mud

(Countersigned)Von Bismarck.

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

The People’s Medical Adviser.
To him an order I have sent.
That he my body may procure.
What worse can come to it
Than that I will have done f
Will I not hang the body up |
To poison, stab, and shootf
To carve a Ut m well.
Twill burn untU the cord give way
And lets it fall into the tank,
Where it will scald and drown.
The flesh you could not recognize,
So let him hack away,
And do with that Just as he will,

The

Suicide Elaborately Planned and Aooompllehed— Seven Different Ways of

Facing Death.
A young man named Frederick Addison Jeffery, aged 24 years, called at the
Palmer House, Chicago, on the 3d of
July, and engaged a room, paying for it
until the morning of the 5th. At half-

Saranac has fire good

habitants.

A
right

oerman named John Loppel bad his
arm amputate? by a small buzz-saw,at

East Saginaw, one day last week.

‘

James Burns, of Lyons, died recentlyin
intenseagony, from the effects of poison taken

But save the bones, I pray.

hone.
Musas. R. A Camerkij. and Milton Spencer,
two Grand Traverse men, were struck by lightning on Monday last, but it slid off without dointo his system while doctoring a sick

Into the earth they mwsf not go,
cannot, will not, have it so.
I want my skeleton to stand
Where now I might have stood.
The frame that’s carried me about,
To-day I want with you,
To-mOrrow will be soon enough
To put it out of sight.
Q this is done— and I do beg
That you wiU let It
,
Then dirt wfll never cover bones
That were inside of me.
To-morrow you can never catch ;
Twill always be to-day,
To-day and I together then
Will outlive all the world ;
Of use my bones yonH smely And,
If youllbut let them stay,
But weak shall Jtfery ever bo
If you turn them Into day.
May curse e rest upon the head
Of him who would my wiU deter :
May Heaven’ifittestblessing fall
To those who win my wish confer.
In a moment now all ties Ifll sever
Faithful friends, fareweU forever.
I

ing them seriousharm.

Jamrs Nowre/pf leaver,’ with two

assist-

auto, dug a ditch thirty rods long, five feet

be—

SELF-SLAUGHTER.

of

village

churches, and claims a population of 1,500 in-

wide

at

wide at

the top, three feet

the

bottom

and sixteen inohee deep In one day.

The Saginaw Oourir *»y»i “The moveThe

ment in shinglesto almost unprecedented.

house of James Stewart AOS. report sales of
3.006.000 during the past two days.”

Two men, named Edward Ives and George
Downing, were shot in a saloon brawl at Detroit one day last week, the former with proba-

past 12 on that day a chambermaid
bly fatal results. Joseph Hunter, the pronoticed the gas burning in his room and
prietor, did the shooting,and hewasstonoe
gave notice of the fact, when a man was
Fbid a. Jxrmx.
arrested.
sent to see about it and presumably to
Mr. Shaw,, of Francisco,was lately offered
request the sleeping, and it may nave
EGYPT AND ABYSSINIA*
13.000
in gold for his stallion Oontender, and
been intoxicated,occupant to turn it
out. But after continuallyrapping and Termination of the War— The Horrors now wishes he had token It, for the animal rereceiving no response the messenger of the Campaign — An American’s 8nf cently broke from his etobto and ran violently,
procured a ladder and looked through terlngs in the Hands of the Ahysstalans receivingsuch injuries that he almost instantly
[From the Now York Times.]
the transom into the room. A sight met
died.
From
a private letter from an officer
his gaze which made him shudder, for,
Mrs. Barrer, of Ovid, was bitten by a
dangling from a rope so suspended as to of the Khedive’s army in Egypt we take
rattlesnake. Her mouth and back turned perthe
following:
The
result
of
the
fighting
_ it in _the. middle
_______of
f the bath-tub,
hold
fectly black in a few moments, but a physician
was the body of a man evidently quite in Abyssinia between the Egyptian
troops and King John’s army, the Gov- packed her body In salted mud and adminisdead. Assistance was called, the door

m

•

_

opened, and the scene of horror exposed
to view, and that terrible sight proved
to the astonishedbeholders that Chicago,
which has furnished so many wonderful
incidentsto the history of the nation,
had in this tragic episode contributed
the prize centennial suicide to the annals of death.

Upon investigationthe corpse proved
to be the body of Frederick Addison
ought to be abolished. The reform should be of their clothing. A large number of
thorough, radical and complete. We should little children; boys and girls, ranging Jeffery, presumably a member of the
return to the principlesand practice of the from 3 to 12 years old, were the victims firm of Wyckoff & Jeffery, general
founders of the Government, supplying by
of the dread avalanche,and altogether agents for the “American plaitingmalegislation, when needed, that which was
chine,” of Peoria, III. Further disclosformerlyestablishedby custom. They neither the scene was a most sickeningone.
Through the day the people of the vil- ures in reference to the melancholy
expected nor desired from the public officer
any partisan service. They meant that public lage had joined more or less in the fes- affair tend to show that the suicide is

ernment

at first,it appears, feared to

have

known— certainly feared to publish the
truth, and not without good reason.
Perhaps

continuationof her traditional Oriental policy which has worn
a rut out of which she can’t lift herself,
but must sooner or later be jolted. A
part of the Egyptian forces met King
John’s army and gave battle, the fighting continuing three days. At the end
of this time King John had lost nearly
half his army in killed, wotmded and
missing;the killed, wounded and missing
of Egyptians totalling about the same as
the kuled and wounded of the opposing
forces, which were variously estimated at
from 50,000 to 100,000 fighting men.
More than tins, the day after the last
it

was

a

tered antidotesin large quautitios and she will

recover.

Farrbu Burgess,

a saloon-

85 years of age,

keeper living in Bsgiuaw Oity, was thrown out
of his

wagon and run

by a runaway team

over

that he was driving, the other evening, brekk^

and
live.

[ng several ribs, Ids breast bone,

inflicting

internal Injuries. He cannot

>

1

1

»<

At Detroit, last Wednesday,John Dingier
was shot In the head, dangerously,by a pistol
in the bauds of a companion

named Frank

Condo, who was firing at a paaser-by,by
he had been jostled sud then

whom

abused. The par

ties to the affray were arrested.

Tut State Treasurer,at Lansing, says : “The
payment of tbe primary school apportionment
to the several counties,which was due In May
began
day’s fight, King John’s army fell back
but was not paid till June, has depleted the
one march and sent in a flag of truce askState's exchequer in the sum of 1228,969 for
At
ing for an armistice, He said he had
447,938 childrenof school age in this State, the
ties satisfactory.
an hour after midnight the Catfish was
lost a great many of his people in battle,
If elected, 1 shall conduct the administra- discovered to have become so swollen
same
being 50 cents per capita.
as he supposed we had also; that he did
tion of the Government upon these princiSome valuable horses were hard driven at
that the streets were overflowing, and
not
wish
to
see
anymore
blood
shed;
ples, and all constitutional
powers vested in
that he was a friend of the Khedive and the Detroit races last week. One afternoon
the Executive will be employed to establish escape to the surrounding highlands cut
off. Higher and higher rose the rush- destruction.
wished to live in peace with him. He Mr. Brownwell’s stallion, George, from Peru,
this reform:
Ordinary mortals, seduced into tastthought terms of peace could be agreed Ind,, gave out and died. He was valued at
The declaration of principles by the Cincin- ing waters, while tie storm kept pitiing of the unknown joys or sufferings
nati Convention makes no announcement in lessly on. Down rolled the surging
on if the armistice should be granted. •19,000.Next day Gilt-Edge,owned by Wm.
favor of a single Presidentialterm. I dp not water in great waves several feet high, opened out by an indulgence in euthan- It wafc granted and fighting ceased. The
W. Alexander, of Chicago, who also took part
assume
to add to that
CbcniiAAJu
-- - declaration,
------- but,
-- ’ beiiev--and the smaller buildings were swept asia, are apt to depend upon one or at greater part of the troops have returned, iu the race, and valued at $10,000, died.
iug that the restoration of the civil serviceto
away. At about 1 o’clock a portion of most two agents of death to accomplish and peace practically has been restored,
the svatem established by Washington and folWm. Iglass, of East BagihaW,a German
their purpose, but this young man suclowed bv the early Presidents can be best ac- the dam gave way. Now the stream had
though some of the detailsin winding up laborer 45 years old, adliotedto strong drink,
complished by au Executive who is under no grown to 2,000 feet wide and fully twen- cessfully experimented upon his unfor- mav not yet have been concluded.
attempted to hang himself ‘Saturdaynight, but
temptationto use the patronage of his oftice to ty feet deep. As the buildings were tunate body in no less than four ways
As it was publicly known and propromo.e his own re-election, I desire to perwas prevented by his family. He took a piece
separately,
namely,
those
of
hanging,
swept into wrecks, the inmates were
claimed to the Abyssinians that their
form what I rega d as a duty in statingnow
of rope and left the house. His body was
poison, snooting and throat-cutting, and
hurled
into
the
surging
torrent,
their
territory was not coveted by Egypt; that
my inflexible purpose, if elected, not to be a
voices crying out for help amidst the would have indulged in a fifth — stab- the wat was made only against King found nanglng in one of the buildingson the
candidatefor election to a second term.
On the currency question I have frequently roar of thunder and storm and crash, bing to the heart with a small dagger-- John and his followers, by the powers State fair grounds on Monday evening.
expressed my views in public, and I stand by while lurid lightningsflashed every min- had time permitted. In additionto this
Asowweiounoabout 250 pounds, and beof whom it had been inaugurated, it is
mv record on this subject. I regard ail the
ute, lighting up the dreadful scene for he had saturated all his clothingwith incomprehensible why the general facts longing to Mr. J. N. Federspiel, of Lafayette,
laws of the United States relating to the payalcohol, and had pi iced aloohohcally—the results of the campaign— could not Gratiot county, fought a terrific battle with a
ment of the public indebtedness,tie legal- on instant, and leaving it blacker than
saturated cotton on some soft substance
tender notes included, as constituting a pledge before.
have been published,and confidence and large hungry bear a few days sgo, in which she
upon secured wires running lengthwise
and moral obligation of the Governmentwhich
THE DEAD.
respept if not credit sustained. To an lost over twenty pounds of flesh, but still lives
must in good faith be kept. It is my convicJoseph Becker, Ellen, his wife, and of the bath-tub, to which he intended American it is only necessary to say that and has since had a litter of pigs which are dotion that the feeling of uncertaintyinseparable
to set fire, and thus render his remains
the American staff officers connected
------------- with its two children ; James Pearce, Emma, his
a charred and unrecognizable mass. with the expeditiondid their duty char- ing well. The .bear made his escape. So says
wife,
and
two
children
;
Peter
Becker
eat ob^ w ______ __________ business. and five children, also his housekeeper The deceased had taken three slats from acteristical ly. Three were wounded, one the Ithaca Journal.
and to a return of prosperity. That uncertainty and two children ; Mrs. Carey and the bedstead, and had carefully, as is by whom was captured though afterward
Rev. T. Z. R. Jones died very suddenly in
can he ended in but oue way-the resumption two children; John Klassen, wife, plainly seen from the ingenious knotKalamazoo
one day last week, from an overdose
released, after suffering some from ill
of ejicciepavments ; but the longer the instaand
five children ; Peter Kapp, wife and ting, bound them together with several
of
medicine,
administered by himself. Mr.
bilitv connected with our present money systhicknesses of tine cord. He had
tem is permitted to continue, the greater will four children ; Mrs. Kingsley, Thomas
You may form some idea of his suffer- Jones was Treasurer of the Kalamazoo Baptist
bo the injurv inflictedupon our economical in- BJenkiron, Oliver Blenkiron, William screwed a hook into the center of this ing, the horrors of his dreams night and College from the establishmentthereof until
terests and all classes of society. If elected I Bradbury, and Richard Burke— thirty- improvisedgallows beam so that the
day, when I tell you that he was severe- the time of Ids death. He leaves no family but
shall approve every appropriate measure to
nine in all, of which thirty-twohave cord which should terminate his life ly wounded in the leg, then captured, an adopted daughter, his wife having been
accomplish the desired eud, and shill oppose
should not slip from its place, but would
been recovered.
stripped to the skin, arms tied behind killed one or two years ago at tbe Michigan
auv step backward.
be kept exactly in the center. He had
Altogether,
the
scene
was
one
to
The resolutionwith respect to the public
his back until the pain from the swell- Central Railroadcrowing by a freight train.
school sr-stem is oue which should receive the touch a ; heart
stone. Thou- soaped the line so that it should slip up ing became excruciating, made to walk
Messrs. Mellen 6c Killam (says the
heart v support of the American people. Agita- sands of people have visited it quickly and tight. This beam he had
thus for days without meat or drink, in
tion upon this subject is to be apprehended
during
the day, and people are going placed between the edge of the bath- the unobscured sun of Abyssinia, with Romeo Observer) have purchased what
until,bv constitutional amendment, tbe schools
room partition and the wall of the room, the full conviction that if he did not they claim to bo tbe finest fleece of wool
are placed bevoud all danger of sectariancon- and coming constantly. The neighbors,
tiltingit up against the wall of the room
trol or interference.The Republican party is with kindly alacrity, opened their doors
keep up with the horsemen he would be on record. Its weight is twenty-threepounds
pledged to secure such an amendment
to such of the afflictedas remained, and somewhat so that it might not slip. On murdered. He was made to sleep with- cut from a sheep 2 years old ; and the fleece
The resolution of the conventionon the sub- afforded every comfort in their power. one side of him hung a blood-smeared
out cover (naked) in the mountains, being grown iu seven days less than oue year.
ject ef the permaueut padfleation of the counThe
bodiefl of the dead were washed by razor, depending from the beam bv a where the nights are so cold that two The beauty is not claimed altogetherhi tbo
try, and the complete protecUonofall its citistring, and on the other side, attached
zens in the full enjoyment of all their consti- kind hands, and many of them taken into
woolen blankets in addition to the ordi- weight, though this is far above the average,
tutionalrights,is timely and of great im- tbe dwellings near by. The members of in the same way to the beam, hung a nary night clothingare but comfortable. but iu the amount of wool and its exceeding
portance. The condition of the Southern the Board of Supervisors were early on small pistol, which, upon examination, Then, several days after capture,to see
finenessand quality. It was bought of George
States attractsthe attentionand commands
tbe ground, working ilike Trojans to re- was found to have been fired off. Upon in all directions, prisonersand friends
Burk; of Berlin, at 29 cents per pound.
the sympathy of the people of the whole
cover the dead and give care to the the little side- table were two small vial forced by the pricks of spears to flee for
uiuu. xu
.aeir progressiverecovery from the
Union.
In their
The Bay City Tribune publishes a monthly
bottles
and
a
glass,
around
the
rim
of
effects of the war, their first necessity is an in- living.
their lives, and then barbarouslyshot
which
a
long
string
had
been
tied.
Both
statement
of the shipments from the river tor
telligentand honest administrationof governLATER.
down, with the fear every moment that
ment which will protect all classes of citizens
Thirty -one bodies of the drowned have bottles were empty, as was the glass, and his turn would come next ; yea, m the the month of June, from which it appears the
in all their politicaland private rights. - What
been recovered.Further search will bo it is supposed from the fumes from the midst of the frightful massacre, to be shipments of lumber from Bay City amounted
continued until all are found. William bottles that one contained whisky and seized by three or four Abyssinians and to 43,800,000 feet, and from Saginaw 18,800,000
Watters, William Coats, and the Board the other chloroform. A small bit of hurried to a neighboring hill, where the feet, making a total of 62,100,000feet ShipLTO 1JV/ VASVJL*** —
—
—
rights of anv portion of the people are habitu- of County Supervisors,labored with un- looking-glasshung upon a nail, evidentr
foul deed could be more privately ao- ments from the river for the season were 152,ally disregarded. A division of politicalparties
tiring industry to aid the sufferersand ly placed there by the deceased, for it complished—more in harmony witn the 000,000 feet against 142,000,000 feet for the
resting merely upon distinction of race, or upwas ingeniously wired so as to hang
usages of the people ; and, in ascending, same length of tim e last year. More than half
on sectionallines, is always unfortunate, and to recover the dead.
straight, and had doubtless been used to
may be disastrous. The welfareof tbe South,
to be halted at a large rock, behind this amount was shipped from this port Other
aid him in making a fearful gash in the
alike with that of every other part of the coun
KAISER WILHELM.
which he thought to say adieu to the shipments, such as shingles,salt and stoves,
try, depends upon the attractions it can offer
throat at the proper and most fatal place.
earth, and on which two of the guards-, are also considerably In excess of last year.
to labor, to immigration,and to capital. But He Writes an Autograph Letter to the The bath-tub was nearly full of water,
men and executioners sharpened their During the month of June the whole number
laborers will not go, and capital will not bo
President.
and in it the corpse hung mispended by
semi-mrcular-Bhaped sabers, whose grat- of vessels which entered this port was 168, and
ventured,where the Constitutionand tlie laws
Mr. Schlozer,the German Minister to the cord to the beam, having evidently ing suggested thoughts of such homble
are set at defiance, and distraction, apprehon
clearances163. At Saginaw they were 85, and
sion and alarm take the place of peace-lov- the United States, on the 4th of July taken poison first, gashed his throa
mangling by their scimetars, dull and
clearances 77.
.uh
_________
_________
All parts of presented to > President Grant au auto- with the right hand, and fired off the
iug and law-abiding
social life.
awkwardly wielded, as to find plaurarable
the Constitutionare sacred and must be eagraph letter of congratulation from the pistol into ms body with his left one, emotions at the sight of an Abyssinian
Detroit Prices Current.
credly observed, “the parts that are new no
Emperor of Germany. Mr. Schlozer, then slippingfrom the sides of the bath- with a gun near by, whom he begged to
less than the parts that are old. The ®°Jal
Wheat, white ......................
$ J 18 9
and material prosperity of the Southern btates in presenting the letter, stated that lie tub upon which he stood, had been shoot
Every large rock they came Wheat, amber..... ...............1 18 0
40 £
can be most effectually advanced by & hearty was instructed by His Majesty to deliver jerked into the water by the fatal noose to was the same thing repeated, until Corn, per bn ......................
and generous recognitionof tbe rights of all by upon the 4th day of July to the Presi- he had previously arranged about his
they
got
near
the
summit,
when
a
horseBarley, per 100 lbs .................1 ^ &
all, “ a recognitionwithout reserve or excep‘
dent, in person, au autograph letter of
man, it is suppoeed from Kmg Jolm, or- Bnokwhest,per bn ...... ........ 70 0
’ :] 1} congratulationupon the occasionof the
Bye,
per bn ....................
« 0
Jeffery left two letters, one addressed
dered their return, and our mends eaWitn such a recognitionfully accorded,it
to
the
clerk
of
the
hotel,
and
the
other,
Centennial anniversary, and wished to
8 1
will be practicable to promote, by the influence
,pe from a barbarous death.
car
J®
of all legitimate agencies of the general Gov- add his personal good wishes for the which is a description of his plans in
For two weeks he was guarded by boys Butter ...........................
Beeswax ..........................
"
ernment, the efforts of the people of those United btatee. The President briefly prose and verse, addressed to the Chiwhom he was obhged to follow, and Dried apples .....................JX<
States to obtain for themselves the blessings of replied, assuring him of hifl satisfaction cagO Times. He was undoubtedly inSags.. ....... ....................
honest and capable local government If electHops .............
...............
in receivingthis evidence of good feel- sane, though the manner of his takinged. I shall considerit not only my duty, but it
Hey, timothy, per ton ............. M 00
off was methodical enough. He gave
ing
on
the
part
of
His
Majesty;
that
his
Hey, mixed, per ton.
will be my ardent desire, to labor for the attainment of this end. Let me assure my coun- kind expressionsfor the United States no reason for going to his death save *Of the headquarters staff three were Hey, mersh, per ton ..............
Strew, per ton..., ...............
trymen of the Southern States that if I shall be were fully appreciated, and that the that he was too happy to continue in
killed and eight wounded- Among the Onions.
..... •»•»••«*
charged with the duty of organizingan admin- letter should be properly acknowledged. this state of life. Directions were left
wounded are CoLDye, Mw.! Johnson, Potetoee,wee, per on ..... ..... ..
istration,it will bo one which will
Potatoes,
poachblows,
per ua...._.
A translation of the letter is as follows : by the deceased as to the dispositionof M.D., and Maj. Wilson, M. D. Dr.
gard and cherishtheir truest interests, the inHoney, comb.... ..................
William, by the Grttpeof God Emperor of kis remains ttd effects, which were fully
terests of the white and of the colored people,
Johnson has reoorered ; the other two Chickens, perpeir...... ..........
Germany, King of Prussia, tic., To the complied ‘vrith by the proprietor of the
dressed,per lo ..........
both, and equally, and which will put forth its
will in time. Let me -assure you
Presidentof the United States of America—
Will
-- that
-- if Chickens,
Turk^ri; drewed, per lb ...........
best efforts in behalf of a civil policy which
the expeditiondid not meet 'with the ex Tellow,
ituo pern?.,.
Great and Good Friend : It has been vouch........
will wipe out forever the distinction between
The poem addressed to Uie Chicago
Hides,
#••#•••••« ••***%•
safed to vou to celebratethe Centennialfesthe North and South in our common country.
is written in » plain, legible
tival of the dav Upon which the great repubWith a civil service organizedupon a svstem
lic over Which you preside entered the npk hand. Herewith an extract is gmn
:
which will secure purity, experience, effioteuoy,
^

officers should owe their whole serviceto the tivities of the Centennial Fourth. In
Government and to the people. They meant
the evening the rain
to fall,
that the officershould be secure in his tenure
as long as his personal character remained and all took shelter in their homes or
about half
untarnished,and the performance of his du- at the stores or saloons.
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one of the most remarkable, if not the
most remarkable, ever on record, both
from the motive which prompted it, the
number of deadly agents employed, their
wonderfully ingenious arrangement, and
above all for the cool deliberation and
elaborate preparation which was apparent in every detail of the work of self-
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of independent nations. The purposes of Its

founders barerbra wise application of the
teachings ot tho history eftlw foundation 0
nations; and with an insight into the distant
future, been realizedby a development wuh-

'*r

If yon respect one* flying wish,
Then bnry not my corpse ;
Btot let It then dissectedbe
18 Buffalo, by ft. V. Pierce,M. D.,
Who wrote with common sense

I

per

7W

and economy, a strictregain for the public welfare, solely, ‘in appointments,and the speedy,
thorough, and unsparing proeecutionand punishment of all public officers who betrav official
trusts; with a sound currency; with education

ef

.

..........

wMW

Bii/rmoBB is goingto

•

Wool, combing ................
ercord...*. .......
abolish corporal J wood’,
endmeple ........ ..
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THE BATTLE ON THE PLAINS.
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If yon wish

The absurd policy which governs our
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dealings with the Indians has borne bitter

and

fruit in the slaughter of General Custer
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the story
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Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
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o clock In the afternoon,be assigned for the hearin? of said Petition and that the next of kin of
said minors and all other persons interestedin said
estate,are required to appear at a session of said
Conn then to be holden at the Probate Office In
Grend Haven, in said County, and show cause If
auy there be. why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted: And it is further ordered.
That ss»d petitioner give notice to the persons interested In said estate of the pendency of said petition and the hearing thereof by causing a copy 01 this
order to be published in the "Holla* u Oitt N aw*’
a newspaper printed and circulated in said County
of Ottawa, forfonr successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing
A true copy (At.est.)SAMUEL L.TATE,
Judge of Probate.
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ichat U
A Complete instractlon book
accompanib# each machine.
It

wffitait a wir of

M^

rwmmUd.

jjo. 1

All the latest styles in Ties, Ruchings, Collars and Cuffs, and a foil assortment of
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs,Germantown Wool and Canvas.

Fitol|y Machine/Cyllhder^TOneed]es, go.

A tampU machine will be sent to any part of the
United otatea or Canada, (where we have 00 agent),
erprete chargee pre-pald, on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted In every State. County,city and
N. B. & B. W. Hayes, of Muir, Mich.,
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will b*
are filling an order for 200,000 feet of lum. made.
Address, BiCKfOBoKHirnNoMACHiKaMro. Co.
her for parlies in England.

M8-ly

Sole Manufacturers, Brattlctoo,Vt.

Call and

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

Agents

the Sale of E. Bufcterick ft Go’s Patterns

for

of Gar-

ments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.

I.

&

S.

VM DEN

EIGHTH STREET

MERGE,

HOLLAND, MICH

Scsstrokes are

iottuuis.

Mortgage Sale.

Vessels ore offered $18.50 per thousand

reported by the dozen

from Muskegon, Mich.,

Dcfitnlthaving been mnde In the conditionsof
a certain Mortgage, dated the twenty-ninthday of
to Cork, Ireland.
April A. D. 18(5, raad9 and executed by LouUa A.
F. H. White & Co.’s lath mill at Mon«*•#•
Becker o( the township of Wright, County of otThe weather is hot.
Tn
superb horseman, and Uwa and State of Michigan,to Arthur E. Tnmer
tague, Mich., broke down
Thursday Custer
of the Township
iMiii) of Alpine,
Aiptne, Comity
County of Ko
Kent and
Berkiks are plenty, and currants are on morning of last week.
never was in his proper element except Stale of Michigan,and recordedin the ortlce of
the Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa
.the market.
when spurred and mounted. He will long and State of Michigan, on the llret day of May A.
Rkv. Dr. Phelps was unexpectedlysumbe remembered as ourintrepid cavalryman. D. 1875, at eight o'clock In the forenoon, in Liber
No 7 of Mortgages,on page 129. On which aaid
During last week John A. Roost, Esq., moned to the death bed of his father at
mortgage there is claimedto be dne at the date of
was partially sunstruck, recovered soon, Albany, N. Y., on Tuesday la?t, and left
Thk plnning-mill of H. W. Pearson
this notice, one hundred and seventy -ene dollars
and ninetjr4wo cents ($171, W), besides an attorney
but is not entirely well yet.
Co., at Spring Lake Mich., Was shutdown lee of thirty dolllars ($90.00,)provided tn said
that evening.
ast week on account of the high water pre- mortgage,to be paid to said mortgagee,In case
of foreclosure;andnosnlt at law or. in chancery
J. Clapper died on Sunday night, and
call the attention of our readers to

from almost every large

for carrying deals

city.

-

--

was a

on

Min

& Breyman,

Watchmakers

& Jewelers,

BanWmildlng, Cor. Eighth and Eira St

&

We

venting their machinery from working having been Institutedto recover said debt
or any portion thereof;Now therelore, notic*
satisfactorily.
it het'tby giten, that b^r virtue of the {K>wor
He has formed a partnershipwith Mr. J.
of sale
__ containedIn
>rtgage,and of the
The Brooklyn gang of counterfeiters statute in such case made and provided, the said
van Zoeren, and will now have increased

__

was buried by the Firemen on Tuesday. the change in Mr. Butkuu’s advertisement.

He was a member
Co. No.

of Eagle Fire Engine

_

1.

morUtnge will be foreclosed by

a sale

of the mort-

were yesterday sent to the Penitentiary. gaged premises,or so much thereof aa may be
necessary to satisfy tha^amount due upon said
The old artist, Prof. White, got ten years mortgage as afori
ceiving a new start. The brick is being
In all our exchange papers we have at hard labor; Congdon got ten years, said attorney fee and the costs and expenses ot
sale, allowed by law,) at public auction, to the
hauled and the masons and carpenters are looked in vain for an explanation or an
and' Conklin five. A more ingenious or Highest bidder, on the 19th day of September A. 1).
preparingto resume operations.
excuse for Grant’s non-appearance at the
at one o’clock In the afternoon, at the front
dangerous set of counterfeiters has net door of the oomt house In the city of Grand Haven
greatest 4th of July celebration this counIn said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
been caught for many years.
Ex-Mayor Cappon and lady, and Miss try has ever witnessed, at Philadelphia.
tliut being the place for holding the Clrcull Court
facilities to serve his

We

customers.

notice that Busman’s building is re-

y

Philadelphia,

where they expect to parPicnic. We wish

The Constitutionwhich, under the enaReports reach us from Hastings, Mich.,

bling act

of

Congress, was submittedto the

some kind of a rot has appeared in people of Colorado has been ratified. If
wheat, commencing at the top. Some
Colorado had been a year earlier in ob-

ticipate in that grand

'that

them

the

a splendid time.

said county. Said mortgaged ureraisesare de«etibed in the said mortgage aa follows, to-wlt: All
Having disposed of moat of our oldj^jWi have
that certain piece or parcel of land known and
occupied my new quarter*, on HIVER STREET
described os follows, to-WIt: Village loti lumber
with a beautiful atock of everything
ninety-two (98) and ninety-three (98) as numbered
pertaining to a complete
on the villageplat of the villageof Berlin, and situated In the County of Ottawamid State of Michigan, on section number thirty-four(84) town eight
for

Minnie Plugger left Thursday night for

farmers lay it to the wet weather, others to
taining admission she might have had her
Rev. A. Zwemer was installed on Sun- frost. In this immediate vicinity the only
number, thirty-eight,added to the flag on
day last in the Dutch Reformed Church at complaints we hear of is excessive wet
the Hundredth Fourth of J lily. At any rate
Graafschap,Mich, by Rev. R. Pieters of weather.
she will bq

Jewelry and Variety Store.

and running north four (4) degrees west two hundred and tblrty four (2M) feet and three and oneas the Centennial State. half (8M)tnctiea; thence sonth olghty-six (86) do

known

Silver Ware,
Plated Ware,

this city. Rev. Pieters’ pulpit was filled

Oun

on that day by Rev. De Boer, of Holland,

friend Higgir.s,opposite our office,

A Western

has presented us with a magnificentpho-

Wis.

tographic view of our city, taken from the

Columbia Fire Engine Co. No. 2

will

almost the entire breadth of the city and

Tuesday evening next. The object is

all of

cancel the remaining balance of their in-

debtedness on their uniforms. They

Black Lake to the harbor. It

is a

beautiful panorama. Thanks!

Ex United States Senator Ross, of Kanwho,

sas,

ance.

it

the Erie

broad gauge to a nar-

at

Waverly. His name

is

Dated June 10th, A. D. 1876.
ARTHUR E. TURNER. Mortgage
Miller & Voonoxu,Alt' gt for Mortgage*.

and he hails from Illinois. He was on his
way

to

the Centennial where he will

Welton & Akeley,

Western

fat

boy

is

14 years and

old, and weighs 475

6

pounds. He

Frank Heald, Fred. Heald,

J. Scott,

J. M. Doesburg, Dr. D. M. Gee, C. Wiersemn, A.

Zuidema and

Peter

will be seen, three of this

playcd before.

The Michigan state

building was

The country loses another

for-

Mcengs. As
number huv mally opened on Friday afternoon by
Governor J. J. Bagley of Michigan, at

lic servant in

L. H.

who

recently shot

Gen. Custer went

aver that this person answers the descrip-

tion exactly. If they are correct they

of every variety

call of the

grown

to

Washington

at the

Committee of the House to

tes-

2-1

Provisions,

Flour & Feed,
Bolted Meal,

and corrupt conditionof the Indian serand vice generally. He told the truth, and as

the ground, and then

spoonful of

by putting on

common

a tea-

salt, they will be

Hope Church Sabbath-schoolhad

very

a

refused to see

him. This was

a fine

ter lies dead, a

in

arms Now

Black Lake harbor, returned in the even-

victim to our corrupt, stu-

efficientin expos-

Ring, and so Commissioner Pratt has been

ministration,the people will not

soon

for-

arc of at least 50 degrees. For 15 seconds

greenish light, as bright as that

our prospects are brightening for a

BOOTS & SEOES

limim

-AT—

forced to resign. At the present rate of

L.

HEROLD,

E.

Holland

now

full

moon. The

made by

meteor burst at

to Chica-

apparentlya little north of the

receiving

probably far out into

Lake

a

point

city,

but

me man whom

neither a

Young

Michigan. Seward could touch, and his

nor a

fidelity

carried it forward as if no change of ad-

Chi

J. 0.

engaged for next season. This remains could be found

it

would probably

welcome news for fruit- rank well up In the amount of meteoric
who will now get a good oppor- stone it deposited.
put their products fresh and in

tors

belong the

spoils,’’ but

noticed one exception under that political

growers,

rule that has flashed its sabre so long and

A painful accident

West

befell

one

mist in
• EIGHTH

70,

their undertaking.

on the locomotive just before it stopped,

Edward Martin, who

a leading characteristic of Silas Wright,
has charge of this known as the Cato of New York, and which

who

disapprove of their engine during the night, after it gets at
next to his known integrity gave such exchildren being idle during this long vaca- the depot, missed his usual hold and fell
cellence to his administration.Said he,
tion requested the use of one of the school- down between the walk and the locomo"Mr. Wright was the clearestminded man
rooms of the Board of Education, (which tive, and his right foot was caught by one
I ever saw as Governor. He would come
was granted)and engaged H. Doesburg, of the wheels and litterallymashed off into the office, and on being asked for his
Esq., to tench those children in the Dutch close to the leg, leaving barely enough
opinion or decision on some difficult matlanguage. This is a good move. No lan- flesh to save the heel. Doctors Morris and
ter, would Uke his pen and write a few
guage will come amiss in the future, and Schouten were immediately summoned
lines and hand them over, but never do I
even the Americans in our large chies, and performed an operation that can in
recollectof his returning to change a word.
such as Chicago, for instance, consider truth be called difficult. A few days afIt was all there in the first copy, io the
the German language a necessityfor a terwards we had the fortune to see the
fewest possible words, and no one could
parents,

good commercial education, and act ac- unlucky fellow’sleg, and must say It looks tblnk of any Improvement.’’
cordingly. More so will the Holland lan- very neat and hopeftil.The patient takes
His Christian character shone through
guage be a necessity for the young mer-, bis misfortunelike a veteran. He in powall his life and it was beautiful. Its modeschant, and of great convenience to the fu- erfullybuilt and is a muscular young man.
ty, purity and depth were seen In his offiture ladies of this entire Colony. Rest His former home was in Bangor, Mich.,
where

mother, resides, church, especially as elder in the 2d Ref.
but who waa also speedily summoned by
Church of Albany, and as treasurer of the

life.

The cheapest place in town for Bread,
Pies and Cakes and ten different kinds of
Ice cold Lemonade kept at Peasink’sj Choice Sweet Oranges and beautiful
Crackers at Pessink’s old stand.
1 Lemons at Pessink’s Bakery.
City Bakery.

_

.

_

_

For CASH Only.

will also take Butter and Eggs in Exour poods. Goods will be
delivered inside of the City Limits
free of charge.

CASH FOR CORN

OATS.

and

SLOOTER & HIGGINS.

CROCKERY!
From and

after this

date, I

trade the necessary attention,

Paint Brushes. and will keep on
All the leading Patent MedlcineaIn the market.
A lull Block of the very beat Perfumery told In
bottle or by meaanre.
J. O. DOESBURG.

Holland, Mich., July

plete

80, 1875.

Nathan Kenyon. Banker.
a

tf
my

otnee.

N.

_

Ware

in

large supplies.
a J. vXarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

10,

1875.

Something New

!

,

KENYON.

IPUHiIE
Golden Machine

P. H.

Doesburg.

Wilms,

THE WELL

Oil.

BY THE GALLON, A7
j. o.

sets or in large

Rockingham and Yellow

general Banking, Exchange, and Col
lection bnsiueaa. Collection, made on all points
In the United Sutea and Bnrope. ParUcularattention paid to the collectionsof Banka and Bankers.
Remfttancea made on day of payment All buaineaa en true ted to me anall have prompt attention. Intercat allowed on time depoaita, aubject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and .old. Ticket* to and from all polntaln Europe
sold at
105

who buy

quantities.

HOLLAND, MICH.,
Doea

hand a comstock of White Granite

and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those

his only parent, his

Dutch language in Ottawa
County. This school is supported by the telegraph. Mr. Martin can congratulate
Albany City Tract society, and atill more
parents of the children, and the numbers himself on being where be Is, in the
In that sphere where a man is best known,
have increased from sixty on the first day Phoenix Hotel, where the landlord and
domestic
A. T. 8.
to almost a hundred pupils at the end of landlady show him the kindest attention
the week.
by day or night. Mr. Martin candidly I Do you like to see a Am areortmentof
confesses that the cause was carelessness. I Candies? Go to the City Bakery.

obliteratethe

LOW PRICES

will sell at

intend to devote to this line of

Hair and

cial duties in the 8tateralso In those of the

assured it will take another century to

Which we

STREET.

Counter, Cloth,

so mercilessly In the face of our country’s

road

and Produce.

change for

of the rail-

officials. ,, It was instructive to hear Mr.
employes at the Chicago depot on Phelps speak of some of the Governors of
We wish the enterprising firm success, and
Bundy night last. In attemptingto jump his State. The writer once asked him for
tender them the support of the News in
in the

& Higgins,

Flour, Feed, Oroceries,

mm,

NO.

here we have

is certainly very

Some

1874.

Have just removed to their new and capsctona
more on the corner of Fish and 8th *tre«t, opposite
Huverkate's HardwareStore, where wo will con•tantly keep on hand a full atock of

DOESBURG, We

cago. The boat is owned by Squires & differentcolors. The ttail was visiblefor ministrationhad occurred. At last the
White, of Grand Haven, and L. B. Shep- half an hour after the meteor had disap- Legislature so far ae name and salary was Drugs,
hard, of Chicago. She is a little larger peared, and was very luminous for ten or concerned, fixed his office for life. AccuMedicines,
rate, watchful,truthful beyond a doubt,
than the Van Raalte, and will have good fifteen minutes. No sound accompanie
Paints and Oils
accommodationfor about 80 passengers. the passage or explosion. The meteor w
he grew old and childish and with all his
Are Bold a» cheap at thta Drug Store aa at any
It is calculated to commence in about 15 seen as far east as Toledo, but no illu
honors of office about him, died in his
other. Medicine*warranted to be atrictly pore.
days; but we could not ascertainas yet nation marked its appearance there. ( It 87th year, on the day that has just ushered
Trusses,
who is to command her this season; how- was one of the most remarkable appear- in the grand memories of the nation’s deChamois Skins.
ever, Capt. Arie Woltman, our present ances of these celestial visitors, and if its claration of independence."To the- vic-

market

28,

Ladies,

and

familiarity with the business of his office

to

Slooter

Wear.

the explosiontook place there were

via SaugatucK,

best

8PRIET8MA & BON.
-kd-ty

Youth and

When

good order on the

NOTICE

Eioirrn Street, City of Holland.

last

several portions of the body visible, all of

tunity to

ON SB0&1

Holland, February

Monday, at Albany, N. Y.,
sr. We notice his departure ns that of a man of private and public
worth. He was faithful-, hoporable and
gentlemanly in all his relations as Deputy
Misses
State Comptroller of New York, through a
period of nearly 50 years. Such men
come in time to be almost a necessity in
the conduct of a business, and so when Full line for the Winter trade.
there came to be frequent changes of adHolland, Jan. 1, 1876.
ninistration in the Empire State and renovals were frequent, there enrae to be
Died on

between this

sheriff, is

BONE

Cash Paid for Hides

Gents,

the necessary repairs to be put on the route
city,

AND

Philip Phelps,

the sky and earth were lighted with a pale

ing perfectly satisfied and weary.

is

Gents,

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

and

that Cus- of our Republican administration.

The tug Twilight had get the indignities Grant put upon him.
a barge handsomely fitted up with awnSaturday night at 9 o’clock a nflyst
ings and evergreens, on which they embrilliant meteor passed directly over th
barked in the morning and were towed
down to the mouth, and after roaming and city from southeast to .northwest, leaviu
behind it a train of fire extending over an
frolicking over the romantic hills near

go. The steamer Trader

of the Latest Styles of

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

way con Newspaper. Verily, there must be

slightestaccident.

last

Slues.

Ladies,

let

on Thursday last. It was quite pid and inefficient Indian policy and ad-

well attended and was not marred by the

At

and

new stock of Goods has just been opened,and
we can state to the Public that It has been «

It is

River Street, Holland.

him for hours iticians.—CVo/vq/o Tribute, July 12.— This
cool his heels in tin ante room, and finally is the language used by a strong Rebubli-

mer companion

a direct steamboat from

BREYMAN.

bought expressly for this season of the year.

Country Produce, Etc.

in which 'to treat a gallant soldier and for- something the matter with the figure-head

killed.

fine picnic

1875.

dug out— if took pains to call on Grant before leaving way of the Ring thieves and machine pol-

Washington, and Grant
be cut down just below

not, they ought to

JOSLIN &

Boots

Oats, Potatoes, A

the authorities in particular, to the fact the truth disgracefullyimplicated Orvil PresidentGrant’s raid upon the reformers,
Grant and his brother, the President,the it will not take long to rid the Administrathat thistles are just going to seed, and if
last sent him back insulted. Gen. Custer tion of all the officers who stand in the
not exterminatedthe seeds will scatterfar
and near. They ought to be

22,

Icy h
Misses
Youths,
and trade of M. P. ViiuerH and will continue
accord with Mr. Bristow’s policy of crush- utock
the buidne*H at the old stand. If good goods and
out the whisky thieves, and, like Mr. Bris- low prices will continue to draw them their heavy
trade they are sure to retain It. A general invitation
Our intention Is to offer these goods at low
tow in the case of Yaryan, has steadilyre- Is extendedto all to call and vtatt the crippled aucprice,and we request the trading public
bile to call
calland
tioneer.
sisted a pressure for the removal of Special
examine.
Holland, November 11. 187!.
Revenue Agent Clarke, who has been es-

are requested to call the attention

of the citizensof Holland in general

y

Feb.

Bran, Corn,

the swindelingof the soldiers and Indians ingthe operationsofthe California Whisky

We

Holland, Mich.,

Groceries,

the withdrawal of Commis-

tify as to the selling of post tiaderships, pecially energetic

have mnde a good haul.

be Neatly

All Repairing will

valuable pub-

eau,

in the state.

and friends continue thelrfoMner favors.

and Promptly executed.

sioner Pratt, of the Internal Revenue Bur-

with rich engravings of oiled and polished

and killed Mr. wood
Foster, at Ludlngtou. The sheriffs

burglar

ers

Dry Goods,

whose resignation was tendered yesterday, to take effect Aug. 1. Here again
Sheriff Woltman, and sheriff Dunning most artisticallydesigned state buildings
the work of the machine politician crops
of Mason County, traced up and arrested on the grounds. It is made entirely of
out. Commissioner Pratt was in hearty
a man on Saturday last, whom they sup- native woods, and the interior is adorned
Philadelphia.This structure is one of the

pose to be the identicalPatrick Gahen, the

us,

DEALERS IN

6 feet

a seat with him.

iois.

Wykhulaen,has established himself with
and will bo pleased to see his old custom-

Mr. J.

(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)

months
is

second-

Win.

We request all of our old friends to come and se«
us In our now place and satisfythemselves aa to
the above.

1)6

are both

band has been organizediK ment of Andrew Johnson, and who has of and 7 inches tall, measures 3 feet and 7
this place and we hear they are progress- late years been a liberal Republican, has inches around his hips. He occupied the
ing finely, with Dr. D. M. Gee as their leclnredIn favorof the St. Lous candidates; whole aisle as he passed through the car,
and it was too warm for any other to sit in
teacher. The following are the members:
has also Ex-Senator Trumbull, of IlliA

Musical Instruments,

small people, accompanied him. This

will lie remembered, although

Republican, voted against the impeach-

who

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

the center of the said State road along tn<
the center of the said Bute road to the place of beginning.
to

David Nevarre,

exhibited.-His parents,

in-

vite every one, and deserve a good attend-

boy was transferred last

row-gauge train on the Lehigh Valley Rond

top of Van Landegeud's block, covering

give a festival, at L. T. Ranters’ Hall, on
to

Friday from

fat

KNOWN

PUMP MANUFACTURER
place, baa added to hit aplendld Wooden
the Iron Drive Well Pomp, and li ready to
furniaii ail and everybody with all kinds of Pompa:

Of

thl*

Pomp

Holland, July

7, 1875.

Force Pntnpe,
•umpe. Rubber Hoae, Large
Large Iron Veaael

F0F SALE

or

TO

BENT.

a Steam Fire Kngine.
He can alao put down Drive well point* on wood
psmp;. which la aa Improvement on both Iron
Owing to Ill-healthI oflfor for aalt or to rent th*
iEtna Honac, In the City of Holland. Pmpoaala and wooden puapf-on Iron pump* because they
to exehanga for ether property will alao be enterto

tained.
For farther^nformatlon
apply to
P.

ZAL8MAN,
Holland, Mleh-

Oct. it :k5.

wei
well and apol)
the water.
Buvineaa place on River Street, between Tenth

and Eleventh atreet, Holland,Mich.

J*. .

A;’POEM '.WITH A MORAL.

way between the two farms— and, as he I his last two letters had been formal and
took my hands in his, we neither of us constrained;they were full of business
[The following lines wtro written by David Barker
for the New York Po«t about twenty years ago, and spoke, but stood gazing away over matters too, and he had hinted at its
are as admlrtUe for their quaintness as for the im- woodlawn and meadow, an dad in their being possible that he should not be
portant lesson they convey.]
wondrous beauty, and listened to the able to keep time about the three years,
iTfct.SYOOjn)THE ilUHE— A DWUM.
birds. Now it was the soft tender ooo in consequence of some contract,
I met a lion in my path,
of the stock-dove from the wood,
I did not think this when I first read
• Twas on a dreary autumn night),
the jerked-out song of the linnets ; then, these letters,for then I had kissed and
Who gave me the alternative
ToilthtfrunorAdht*
soft and mellow, from the thick hedge- cried over them, but when no reply came
rows floated towards ns the fluty notes to my last, I re-read them, and the cold
dare not turn upon the track,
of the blackbird,while on high trilled ness seemed apparent,
I dare not think to ran away, T
For fear the lion at my back*
away the larks, singing one against
But I waited and waited, and then
Would seize me as his prey.*
other to their mates, sitting in the tall news came^ from the coimtiy. Jack’s
grass of the golden
father, a widower, had died suddenly;
So summoning a fearless ,
Though all my aoul was. foil of fright,*
We could not talk, our hearts were too and I said to myself, with throbbing
l raid unto the forestking,
full, for Jack was to be off at daybreak heart, as I longed to be at his side to try
" I will not run, bnt fight.WJ
the next morning. But there was no and comfort him in his affliction, “Poor
need for words. We loved each other | Jack, he will come home now.”
We fonght, and as the fates decreed,

now

*

(

the

meads.

I conqueredin the bloody fray
For soon the lion at my feet
A lifeless oarcasa lay.

.

hall, panting with the excitement and
my hand at my throat to tear away the

Pith and Point
A common mull-tipple — Spiced rum.

stiflingsensation.

The Boston Base Ball Club are fed on
'letter. I could see it
fish balls and batter pudding.
through the glass in the letter-box, and
Now is the time for the old joke about
I seized it with tremblinghands, inthe
West Point boys finding the heat inspired, as it were, by some strange
tents.
power.
New Yobk is to have an elite directory.
“ Jack 1 dear Jack at last 1” I gasped
as I turned it oyer and saw it was a Some ladies ’leat their heads off to get
strange, blue, official-lookingletter,for- into it
mally directed to me.
Ladies’ dresses are covered with butEven that did not surprise me. . It was tons this season, while many a man has
from Jack, I knew, and I tore open the to use a pin for the lack of one on his
blue envelope.
shirt.
Yes, I knew it 1 The inner envelope
Farmers are complainingthat a spewas covered with Australianpoet-marks,
cies of grub is eating up their corn. This
and, ignorant as I might te with its
is a clear case of grub eat grub.— Cfticocontents,I was raising it to my lips to
go Tribune.
cover it with passionate kisses when I
'Mid sylvan scenes
saw it was open.
And kidney beans
The farmer sweata around
Then a mist came over my mental visIn home*made clothes
ion for a moment, but only to clear
And a sun-burned nose
away as, half stupefied, I turned the
He spends bis days
In trying to raise
missive over and over, held it straight
The mortgage that covers his ground.
for a moment, and then, with a sigh of
An
editor, quoting Dr. HaU’s remedy
misery and despair, I stood mute and as
to “ eat regularly, not over three times a
if turned to stone.
day, and nothing between meals,” adds
“ Grace, my child 1 In mercy’s name
“ Tramps will do well to cut this out and
tell me -- ”,
put it in their bank books.”
It was Madame, who passed her arm
“ Mary,” said a mother to her little
round me and looked horror-strickenat
my white face and lips. The next mo- girl, “if I was a little girl like yon, I
ment I dimly remember she had caught should pick up all those chips.” “ Well,
the letter— his letter— my letter— from mamma,” answered Mary, “ain’t you
my hand, and read it aloud : “ Mr. glad you are not a little girl ?”

But

it

was

a

’

But he did not come, neither did I
get any reply to my last two letters,
that every joyous song around urn I Another month and the three years
A littleskunk was standing by
thrilled upon our ears meant love, and WOuld be up; and, as I sat over some
And noted what the lion spoke);
even in our sorrow we were
work one spring morning by the open
And when he saw the lion die,
The lion’s track be took.
“Only three years, dariing, ’ Jack window, with a bunch of violets that one
whispered to me, “ and then
0f the girls had brought me in a glass,
E e used the lion’s very speech,!
The tears rose to my eyes as I tried to the soft breeze that came floating over
And stretchingto his utmost height.
answer 14m* but I could not speak a the chimney-pots and sooty roofs wafted
E e gave me the alternative
To either run or fight
to me the scent of the humble little blos“ And you will let me find a long letter goms, and my eyes became full of tears,
I saw he was prepared to fling
when I get there ?” he said tenderly. for in an instant the busy work-room had
Vile odors from his bushy tail,
And knew those odors very soon
“Yes, Jack, I promise,” I said, and pegged away, and I was down home by
Uy nostrils would assail.
then it was time to return, for the hours the river-side listening to dear Jack, as
had glided by, how we could not tell. he asked me to be his wife.
So summoning a humble air,
Though all my soul was free from fright,
Jack spent the evening with us at Only a month 1 only a month I my
I said unto the dirty brnte,
home
and then he left us hurriedly, for pu]geg seemed to beat; and as it hapI’ll run, but will not fight.’’
our farewells had been said, in the wood, pened we were all busy upon a large
A Yankee, describing an opponent,
KOBAI..
and it was one hearty kiss, given and wedding order, and I was stitching away John Braywood, Markboro,R. County
As years begin to cool my blood,
taken before the old people, and then at the white satin skirt intended for the Melbourne,” and then, in her excite- whose person was extremely thin, says
I’d rather all would doubt my spunk
ment, the great official sentence-like “I will tell you what, sir— that man
bride.
Than for a moment undertake
don’t amount to a sum in arithmetic ;
To battle with a skunk.
But I saw him pass soon after day- j tried so hard to bear it, bnt I could brand upon it, “Dead 1 ”
That was the beginning of my first and cast him up and there’s nothing to
break and he saw me and waved his hand, not; the rush of feelings was too great,
for I had sat by the window all night, Another month and he was to have only illness, during which Madame carry.”
WAITING FOB AN ANSWER.
lest I might let him go by and I asleep, fetched me to be his wife, and I had not tended me like a mother, even to giving
A wicked Wyoming lawyer holds up
And then time glided on sadly,
^ g^gwer to my last two fond and up her business afterwards,and retiring his right hand and swears that, whereas
My story? my life? Oh, it has been pleasantly as well. Mine was a busy toying letters.
to live with me here in this quiet street,
a female juror may not always yield to
too uneventful, too simple in its incilife, for soon my father took to his bed, ^ j said, I tried hard to bear it, but where she died, and left me well-to-do, the bribe of a stick of gum, the promise
dents. I could tell you the sorrows of ill — a bed he never left again, for he
not, and stiflinga sob I hurried as you see. I have grown old since of a new-fashioned bonnet will influence
others, but my own — well, well 1 as you
gradually sank and died, leaving my ou^ 0f the workroom to reach my attic, then, but I am not unhappy, great as her verdict every time.
will. Yon shall hear. 'Hie wound has
poor mother in very indifferentcircum- j throw myself upon my knees by the bed, was the trial, and it has led me into wha
“There’s such a rude gentleman dinnever healed, and if I pat my hand
and burying my face in my hands I I hope has been a useful life. And, be- ing up stairs to-day. Missus was aabove it, the place still throbs, even as it
sides,
why
should
I
sorrow,
knowing
as
It was a hard blow for us both, for he gobbed as if my heart would break,
talking about the Akkademy, and if he
will beat and ache till kindly nature says
had been one of the kindest and truest por a terrible thought would come I do that which came to me years and didn’t tell her as he could see she paintto me, “Sleep, poor weary one, and
of men, but while poor mother pined and now, fight against it as I would — “ Jack years after— that Jack died with my
rest” And then peacefully, trustingly, waited, I had my hopeful days in view, bad grown tired of waiting, and has name upon his lips — died true to her he ed, and so she do every night; but he
needn’t a said so afore people.”
and with a simple hope of forgiveness,
loved? and I am but waiting till we
and from time to time letters from dear married another.”
The man who is hardest to find is the
may I sleep that long sleep which they
Jack, all so true and honest and full
j fought so hard with the disloyal shall meet again. — Geo. Manville Fern
one
who has an “ office,”particularly if
say so flippantlyhas no waking, but
trust in the future that I felt as if I thought, but it would come, and I was in Cassell's Magazine.
he has “ office hours.” Whenever a man
which has a waking, as every lesson
could not repine even when greater gobbing passionately,when I felt a soft
wishes to conceal himself from the world
which we learn in life persistsm teachBattle-Scarred Presidents;
troubles fell upon me.
arm steal round my neck, a tender cheek
ing us.
Th'e CincinnatiCommercial,com- he rents an office, hang ont a sign statFor at the end of two years I
^ luine, and I found my poor tearYou will smile, perhaps, when I tell standing by the bed-side where lay poor <]ewed face drawn down upon the bosom menting upon the statement of a con- ing his office hours, and then stays away
forever.
yon that I was once what people called
mother, sinking fast. She bpd no par- 0f ^ary Sanders, who had stolen out of temporarythat Gov. Hayes, if elected,
pretty— that this pale-lined face was
A negbo preacher, in translating to his
would
be
“the
first
President
who,
in
ticular ailment,but had literally pined ^be workroom, and come up to try and
once plump and rosy, these sad eyee and wasted
^ away.
--- * me.
battle, has had a limb fractured, or re- shearer the sentence, “ The harvest is
The Dird had lost its | comfort
bright, and this gray, scant hair goldenmate of many years, and when at last « prayf pray, don’t fret, my darling,” ceived a bullet-hole,”says : “ The over, the season is ended, and thy soul
brown, long, and flowing. But why
she kissed me and said “ good-by, it Bbe whispered. “ Madame will be so writer had evidently forgotten the his- is not saved,” put it, “ De corn has been
should I think yon would smile j Do I
seemed to me to be in a quiet, rest-seek-cr0s8. Those wedding things must be in torical fact that President Monroe, when cribbed, dare ain’t any more work,
not know that yon must have seen the
ing spirit,and she spoke like one looking by to-night, and they want you to help a Lieutenant in the Revolutionary army, and de debbil is still foolin’ wid dis
gay young plant putting ont its tender
was severelywounded by a bullet in the community.”
hopefully ftrward to the meeting with try them on.”
leaves in spring, growing green and lux“ We go to press at 2 instead of 4 tohim who had gone
j don’t know how I got through that shoulder at the battle of Trenton. Presuriant of foliage in summer, ripe and
But she could think of me even then, and night, but I believe I did such ident Jackson had two bullet-holes in his day,” said a Tennessee paper, “ in order
rnddy in autumn, and gray, bent, and
and almost the last whispered words J duties as were expected from me me- person — not received in battle, however, to attend to some business of importance
withered in age? And should I be pitied
were
ire
chanically, or as if I had been in a dream, out in private combat. In his duel with in the country.” At precisely five minbecause I have bnt followedin the way
“ Only eleven months, Grace, and then and at night I lay wakeful and weary, Dickinson, in 1806, he was shot in the utes before 4, two high-toned looking
of nature? Surely not. It is not for
left side, breaking a rib, and inflicting men with shotguns called, and wanted
he will be back to fetch
I with aching eyes and heart, thinking of
that I ask your sympathy, but for the
Poor mother! she would not have
dreadful idea that was trying to force other injuries, from the effects of which to know where the editor was. — N. Y.
blight that fell upon the young plant and
he suffered for the remainder of hif life. Com. Adv.
passed so peacefully away if she had itseif Up0n me.
seared and scratchedit so that it seemed
known that which I withheld— namely, | j waited till the three years had ex- ‘ It was Dickinson’s bullet which killed
A clergyman, observing a poor man
for months that it would die ; but it the news that came to me from our lawpired, and then, with what anguish of Andrew Jackson at last,’ says Porton, by the roadside, breaking stones, aud
lived, as I have lived to tell you this.
yer. For, through thefailure of the heart no words can tell, I wrote to Jack his biographer. In his affray with the
kneeling,to get at his work better, made
Do you know that wondrous feeling enterprise in which my father's savagain— my fourth letter— begging him, Bentons in the city of Nashvillein 1813, the remark : “Ah, John, I wish I could
which comes in the early year, and that ings had been invested, and which
imploringhim, to answer me, if but to he was desperatelywounded by a pistol break the stony hearts of my hearers as
strange sense of keen delight, that elasbrought us
little income of tell me he was weary of his promise and shot. The weapon was loaded with two
easily ns you are breaking these stones.”
ticity of spirit,when, full of youth and
balls and a large slug. The slug tock
£60
year,
was left
— - penni*
. wished to be set free ; and then, making
“ Perhaps, m § ter, yon do not work on
hope, the very tears of joyous sensibililess — so poor in fact, that the furniture a superhuman effort over myself, I wait- effect in Jackson’s left shoulder, shatteryour knees,” was the reply.
ty start to the eyes as you wander amidst
ing
it
horribly.
One
of
the
balls
struck
of the cottage in the little town, to edt waited, month by month, for an anthe trees and flowers in spring ? I reA prayer meeting was held in James
which we had moved when we left the Hwer> though I knew that it must be at the thick part of his left arm, and
member how I felt, oh ! io well, even
farm, had to be sold to defray the fu- ]east six months before one could come, buried itself near the bone ; the other Foster’s cell, Warrenton, Mo., on the
though it is now forty years ago, and I
neral
j had given up expecting one in the missed. Before the bleeding could be night before he was hanged. “ Are you
was 20. <V)|rl
It was very hard to bear, and for a jnt0rim, and I was too proud to stopped two mattresses, as Mis. Jackson ready to die?” asked a clergyman, at the
Jack and I were engaged. It was all
month I was terribly depressed; but send to his relatives — distant ones, whom used to say, were ‘ soaked through and conclusion of the exercises. “Guess
such a simple homely, affair. We had
there was that great hopeful time, ever j bad never seen, and who had probably through,’ and the General was almost I’ll have to be ready in the morning,
known one another for years— the childrawing near — the end of the three neyer hoard of me. The thought had reduced to the last gasp. He could not anyhow,” he said, and winked at a bydren of neighboringfarmers. Jack— I
years, when Jack would oome to fetch taken rooj now and grown to a feeling mount his horse without assistance wnen stander.
still call hjm by tho simple old pet name
me to be his
_
of certaintv, but I waited for my an- ke started in liis campaign against the
On board the Cunard steamers the
of those days— Jack had been away at a
Creek Indians, and at no time during the
It was now for the first time that 1 1 awer>
church service is read every Sunday
war was he able to wear an epaulette
Three months — six months — nine upon the injured shoulder on •ooasions morning. The muster-rollof the crew
months passed
and r~r~
hope was
dead
is called over, and they attend service.
on, taking to engineering instead of his htato sc^S Jack would find me lookr— away, —
----of ceremony, without suffering intense
A gentleman one day said to one of the
fattier’s farm lilo, aud now it had ctmo
“
pain. The bullet in the arm was not
sailors, “Are you obliged to attend pubto this that he had been staying at home
extracted for twenty years, and until
lic worship?” “Not" exactly obliged,
for a month previous to going out to a
after he was President.
I
sir,” replied Jack; “ we should lose our
good appointment in Melbourne.
“Of our other militaryPresidents,
ore another month
over
jn. her attention8to me. 4Bnt
grog if we didn’t.
That
how it passed
he kindness of
whom we had x woul/not
chauge for wotk Washington, although frequently exWe had met again and agajn, and in his known, I was placed whje I could work I wa8
A West Side man who saw a load of
balm to ^ . it8blnntodmy posed to great peril, notably at the
honest, wanly way,, he had asked me to
coal at a house and pranged to go over
contentedly for the bread
thoughts ; and, knowing that I was battle of the Monongahela (Braddock’s defeat), where his uniform was and borrow part of it after the other man
“ You Mow, Grace, that I have always
perforated with bullets and several was in bed, got around that night and
loved- jeujj^ie said; “and now I have maker’s, audit was hard work to get
horses were killed under him, escaped found that it had all been put in the celj kmw the
u9ed to wlligper
hopeff aro pibflpbcto,'it cannot be wrong to the hurry and excitement of the
about flnd tllink me 8tLgc, without wounds. Harrison was never lar and carefully looked up before nightto ask you for your promise.”
where there were twelve girls
n() one kuew mJ. 6ecret^notevei hit At Tippecanoe he seemed to bear a fall. He remarked the next day that it
We were walking by the river-side as the house, and as many more came
who had 'more thftn once charmed life, for he was well known to was shocking to think how little trustfulness people seemed to have in human
he said this, and how well I can picture
sought my confidence ; and so twelve the Indians, and many of the best
it all— the soft gliding water mirroring
marksmen
sought
especially to kill him. nature. —Norwich {Conn.) Bulletin.
There were all kinds of petty pieces m0nthB passed away- four years since
the trees on the opposite bank, the of tyranny to submit to at first, and I jack
Colonel Owen, of his staff, who hapLady customer— “ Have you a nice
left me.
young, green buds fust breaking from suppose some of the foolish girls
waB noj ^
but veiy nearly to pened to be mounted on a horse belong- book, all covered with red leather, with
their cases, and, above all, the soft tening to the General, was killed, under the gold letters on the back ?” Shopkeeper
jealous of me and my looks, so much so ^htj time when he had parted from me,
der blue of the spring sky— the bine, he
belief that he was the General himself. — “ Yes, madam ; we have De Quinoey’s
that 1 found they nicknamed me “ The an(j ^ waB almost two years since I had
had told me, that liras like my eyes.
Beauty.” Poor girls! If they had beard from him. I was trying hard to Taylor was struck by a ball on works, three volumes, in Russia ; or Gen.
“ Do you want me to pvomiae, Jack?”
only known how little store I set by my grow’ patient and contented with my lot, the buckle of his sword-belt in Sherman’s ‘ Memoirs,’ two volumes, in
I said simply, as I looked up in his I00K8 they would have behaved at first |,for Mme. Grainger had graduallytaken the battle of Okechobee, during the calf,” Lady customer— “I don’t want
Jim.
/.
the Florida war. It sickened him at the anything about Russia. Give me the
as they did later on.
to me, and trusted me, making me more
“No, dariing; I am satisfied,” he
The first thing that won them to me was ftnd more her right hand, when one stomach for a moment, but did no book about the dear little calves ; becried, as his strong arms held me to his when Mary Banders was taken ill with a glorious spring morning, as I was corn- further harm. Pierce, who was a Brig- sides, it was by a General.”
broad breast, and that was all. No oaths terrible fever. Mme. Grainger was for jng 0ut of the breakfast-roomto go up- adier in the Mexican war, was so seriously
Professor (after waiting some time
could have bound me more tightly to sending her bway at once, on account of 8tairs t0 work, she called me into her injured by the falling of his horse, on for an r newer to a questionwhich he had
him. I felt that I was his wife when he her business and the infection, but the little snuggery, where she sat as a rule the day preceding the battle of Con- just asked Mr. H.)— “Why, don’t you
should oome to Maim me.
doctor who was called in, a young, im- and attended to her customers’ letters, treras, that he fainted upon the field at see what I mean ?” Mr. H.-“Yes, sir,
We were Jate that evening, and en- petuous, bnt very clever man, told her for she bad an extensive clientele,and the beginning of that action, and was it’g— a— it’s— ah— ” Professor—1 What
tered the house shyly, for there had been that it would be at her peril if she did carried on business in a large private compelled to relinquish his command. I wish to get at is, that if an imponderThe circumstance gave rise to much un- able string is stretched by an infinite
so much to talk of and plan. In a month’s so, for Mary Sanders' life was in danger, mansion in Wolbeck street.
time Jacrwas tp iml fa* Melbourne; Bo the poor girl was shut up in her bed- « Grace, my dear,” she said, taking me generous satire in the election campaign number of equal weights applied equal
then he waste wtok very hard for three room witnout a soul to go near her ex- bi her arms and kissing me, “ it worries of 1862. We remember that some distances from each other, the funicular
years, and come and fetch me to be his oepi a hired nurse, and after the first me to see you look so ill. Now, what do Democratic editor, in describing the polygon becomes a parabola.” Mr.
wife.
night this woman staid
# you say to a fortnight in the country?” battle, spoke of it as a “sharp cenfliot.” H. (enthusiastically Yes, sir; yes sir;
No one dared go near the, poor girl ^ fortnight in the country! and at her The editor of the LouisvilleJournal you get my idea.” ^
admitted that fact, as Pierce fainted at
then, so I timidly asked- leave to nurse busiest time, with the London season
the edge of it Giant was never
Virginia City is proud of its athletes.
spring-time — joyous spriug-ame, with her, for I felt no fear of the infection, coming on.
wounded. He had a horse killed under Regnier, the French wrestler, went
andjt
loomed
so
bard
tor
her
to
be
left
j
thought
of
that,
and
then,
the hawthorn’s snowy blossoms, the
him at Belmont
_
there, made a match for $500, and was
apple-trees pink and the pear-trees "’ere
easily thrown by a miner. Fred BusMarly with their pyramids of flowers.
Sblkibk’s Island, with the adjoining
sey, a prize-fighterfrom Ohicaffo, was
Every meadow I passed was starred with
Suita Clara and Mass Fuera, are rented
whipped twice in bar-rooms while talkgolden butter-cups, and from every
by the Chilian Government to a speculaing about a regular fight in a ring.
spray the birds trilled or jerked forth
tor from Valparaiso, who uses tnem for
John Paddock, a Boston pedestrian,was
their
merry songs
hope uuu
and love.
«ir uxcuj
pvuga of
V* uupc
i swing round. I believe that for the first
stock raising and sealing. Large quanI could not feel sad, even though
What was more, oddly enwigh, per- gme in my life I should have fainted, so
readily beaten in a walk of a hundred
tities of for seals are taken on the islands
is «
gring
to meet Jack
for the last haps because I was so quiet and re- painful were the memories evoked by
miles. The Chronicle says, also, that
NW
r-J IIP.,,
____
every season. The soil is extremely fer* as I’ strained, first one girl and then another fier WOrdfl, when a sharp knock and ring
walk before he went away; but,
men should not come there expeoting to
tile, quinces and peaches grow wild,
win anything at poker.
said, mingled with the feelings of ec- ciimo to make me the confidant of her at the door echoed through the house,
and the higher parts of tie islands
following instantly upon the dull fall of
stasy tber*- was a strange tearfulnessof love secrets and ask my
are covered thickly with very valuable
The Rev. Newman Hall says that
eye, and my breath would oome at times
I gave it, such as it was, though heart- a letter and the sharp click of the letter
timber.
within
three years the churches of Great
with a sob. '!
, ;
sore myself, for Jack’s letters to me had box.
Britain
have lost 80,000 members through
.
The
latest
sensation
in
Sacramento
is
He was by the stile, waiting for me— suddenly ceased. We had corresponded It was like an electric shock to me,
the vice of intemperance.
a
red
headed
sauaw.
so
regularly;
but
it
had
struck
me
that
'
and
without
a
word
I
darted
into
the
the stile down by the long mead, half;
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Wilhoft’s Anti-Pebiodio or Fever The Wonders of Modem Chemietiy.
and Ague Tonic [—This invaluableand standGeorge A. Custer was born at New ard family medicine is now a household word
Rumley, 0M Dee. 5, 1839. He gradu- and maintains its reputationunimpaired.It is
Sarsaummaigjts Associates.
ated at West Point Military Academy in
Changes as Seen anti Felt as They Dally
1831, and, the citil war having broken
Occur aft ex Using n Few Doses of
out, was appointed Second Lieutenant
of cavalry, and was present at the battle
DR.
of Bull Run, and afterwards was employed indorsement G. R. Finlay A Co., Propriein the defense of Washington. From tore. New Orleans.
Fob sale by all Druooists.
October 1, 1861, to February, 1862, he
The Late

(jen. Custer.

HALF A DOLLAR HALF A DOLLAR
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CHICAGO

CHICAGO

LEDGER LEDGER

BADWAY’8

Sarsaparillian

P«y forth*

Will

For the Next Half Year.

For tho Next Half Ye^r.

Tha LxDOH la a large 8-page. M-oolnmn, Independent
Newspaper, which no m slllgentfamily should bo without. The
-- r- -best Btory Paperprlnted. TrrU.
Address,
ire**,
Chicago, 111.

was absent on sick leave. After recovChapped hands, fhoe, pimples, ringTHE LEDGER,
ering, he rejoined the array, and was adworm, salt rheum, and other cutaneous affecditional aide-de-camp to Gen. McClel- tions oared, and rough skin made soft and
lan during the campaign on the penin- smooth, by using Juniper Tar Soap. Be careTHE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.
sula and tnat in Maryland, being Captain ful to get only that made by Caswell,Hazard
A Co., New York, as there are many imitations
of staff. He served through the entire
1. Good spirit*,dlsappearueeof weakness, languor,
made with common tar, all of which are worthwar and took part in more than 60 en- less.
melancholy ; Increase and hardness of flesh and mus. ,,
Can actually
Actually be
ue Made
xuaae wim
with the
me
cles, etc.
gagementsin which cavalry were era-*
2. Strength Increases,appetite improve*, relish fps
We
copy
the
following
from
an
exfood.no more sour eructatlonaor waterbraah,good dk
ployed. In the volunteerservice he
Great
got ion, calm and undisturbed sleep, awaken freah and
reached the rank of Major General. He chtnge, which is important if true : Chronic vigorous.
...
diarrhea of long standing,also dysentery,and
3. Disappearance of spots, blotches,pimples;the akin
was mustered out of the volunteer ser- all similarcomplaints common at this season look*
olesr and healthy,the urine changed from Itstur
Vesters
vice Feb. 1, 1866. In the regular army of the year, can be cured by the use (internally) bid arid cloudy nppesn&M to » clear ahenr or amber
color; water passes freely from th# bladder through the
he received several promotions,the high- of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. We know urethrawithout pain or scalding littleor no sediment
est being that of Brevet Major General. whereof we affirm.
“t.^MaAsd^dhntnuttton of quantity and frequency of
His regular rank, however, was that of
Involuntaryweakening dlacha.res(if afflicted that way),
The cathartics used and approved by with certaintyof pennanenv slue. Increased strength
Lieutenant Colonel As such in theSeventh the physicianscomprising the variousmedical exhibited in the secretinggiauu -ad functionalharrestored to the eeveral organa.
Cavalry, he was, in July, 1866, ordered associations of this State are now compounded mony
A Yellow tinge on the white of the eyec, rid
n tbeawarto frontier duty in the Northwest. About and sold under the name of Parsons' Purga- thy, aaffronappearance of the akin changedto a clear,
livelyand healthycolor.
tive
Pills.
1872 the Indians in this region began to
6. Those sufferingfrom weak or ulcerated lung* or
will realize great benefit in expectorating
be troublesome, and Custer was engaged
Ask your druggist for Cameron’s tubercles
freely the tough
o or mucous from the longs, air
in many encounters with them with Blackberry Brandy for all disorders of the
diminishing
of strength
almost uniform success. In the summer bowels. Address Home Bitters Co., 8t Louis.
:ht sweat* and
pains
and
feeling
at
weakness
around
__
the
je
ankle*,
ank
legs,
of 1874 he conducted a large military
.etc.
. __
of celd and chills,sense of
The Vegetine has cured many cases of shoulders,
and scientific expedition into a region
amqng the Blue mountains, hitherto scrofula of flve, ten and twenty years’ standing.
T. As day after day the SARSAPARILLIAN la
wholly unexplored, which was found
Have you Chills and Fever ? Shallen- taken,
new algna of returning healthwill appear es the
to be well-watered and fertile, and ap- berger’s Pills never fail to cure. Price $1.00. blood Improves In strength and purity, disease will diminish,
and all foreign and Impnre deposit*, nodes,
parently abounding in mineral wealtn.
tumors,eanoere,hard Tumps, etc., be resolvedawajand
Bchenck's
Se*
Weed
Tonic.-m
u>e
atmo*.
the unsound made sound and healthy;nicer*,fever
He has published, from time to time,
sore*, aypb
•hUitlo aores, chronic skin disease*gradually
papers in various periodicals, describing phere experienced here daring the tummer month*, the disappear.
8. In cases where the system baa been salivated, and
his experiencesin this region. These, lethargy produced by the heat Ukea away the deelre for
Mercury, QulckiUver, Corrosive Sublimate,(the princiwithnlore or less revision,have been irholeeome food, and frequent perspiration redan pal constituentIn the advertisedSarsaparilla*, associatin some cates with Hid. of Potaaaa)nave accumulatpublished in a separate volume, “Life bodily energy, iiartlealarly thoae sufferingfrom the ed
ed and become deposited in the bones, joint*, etc.,
causing caries of the bones,rickete, spinal curvatures
effect* of debilitating dlseuoa. In order to keop a naton the Plains,” New York, 1874.
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The Enemy

of Disease, the Foe of
Pain to Man and Beast,

Well Auger
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25c., 50c. or Sl.OO.Bdsbftcn savad
tha life af a human being, and restored ta
life and uaefulncia many a valuable iior*e.
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ural, healthfulactivity of the

Dr. George Cook, of Brigham

Hall,

a private insane asylum at Canandaigua,

one of the patients, an old man
named Bruson. As he entered the room
Bruson sprang at him with an open
penknife and inflicted two wounds in the
face and neck, from which the doctor
soon died. After his death, Bruson
asked an attendant, “ Have I done my
visited

work ?” “Yes, you have killed the doctor,” was the answer. Bruson replied,
“ I am glad of it.”

Henry Hollenback, of Owego, got
drunk and threw his 5-year-old boy

meana

ayitem,we muat resort to

Forthia purpoee Schenck'a Sea

artificial

Weed

Tonic 1* very effectual.A few dosea will create an appetite

and give freah vigor to the enervated body. For

dytpepiia,It la Invaluable.Many eminentphysicians
have doubted whether dyspepsia can be permanently
cured by the drugs which are generally employedfor
that purpose. The Sea Weed Tonic In ita nature la
totallydifferentfrom such drugs. It containsno corrosive minerals or acids; In fact, It anslsts the regular
operationsof nature, and supplies her deficiencies. • The
tonic In it* natureso much resemblesthe gaatric juice
that it 1* almost identical with that Quid. The gastric
juice 1c the naturalsolvent which, In a healthycondition
of the body, causes the food to bo digested ; and when
this juice Is not axcretod in sufficient quantities, Indigestion, with all 1U distressing symptoms, follows.The
Sea Weed Tonic performs the duty of the gastric juice
when the latter is deficient Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic
la sold by all Druggists.

into the Susquehanna river. Another
man rescued the boy and left him on the
bank unconscious. Then the father
Pearce A Co., General Co mm lesion Merchant*. 813
took up the child and attempted to N. Second atreet,St. Louis, Mo. Consignment* solicited.
knock out his brains against a stump.
Thereupon the neighbors concluded that
$5 to
TIE atm A Co., Portland.Ms.
they ought to interfere, and HoUenbach
l

QPmnr

was arrested.

In th# World. TrkipMkn.fr*.
POPUAMaco^ias.Mat.ynua.Fa.

But

ASTHMA

t.

contortions,white swellings,varioese veins, etc., the
will resolveaway these doposits and exterminatethe virus of the diseasefrom the
vyatem.
9. If those who are takingthese madlane* forth* cure
of Chronic, Scrofulousor SyphllltJ# diseases, however
slow may be the cure “ feel Better, and find their general health Improving,their flesh and weight Increasing
or evfen keeping it* own, it la a sure sign that the cure Is
progressing. In these diseasesth. patienteither get*
better or worse-the virus of the disease 1* sot Inactive ;
If not arrestedand driven from the blood, ft will spread
and continue to underminetl e constitution.As soon
a* the
makes the patient
•* feel better,’’every hour you will grow better and Increase in health, strengthand flesh.
The great power of this remedy Is In disease*that
threaten death— a* in Consumptionof the Lungs and
Tuberculous Phthisis, Scrofula, Syphiloid Diseases,
Wasting, Degeneration,and Ulcerationof the Kidneys,
Diabetes,Stoppage of Water (Inatantaneous
relief afforded where cathetershave to be uaed, thus doing away
with the painful operationof uaing these instruments),
dissolving stone In the bladder,and in all cases of Intlammation of the Bladder and Kidneys, In Chronic
cases of Leucorrhea and Uterine diseases.
In tumors,nodf e, hard lumps and syphiloid ulcers ; b
dropsy and venenal sore throat, ulcers, and in tubercle,
of the lungs; in gout, dyspepsia,rheumatism, rickets:
In mercurial deposits—it la in these terrible fongs of
disease, where the human body ha* become a complete
wreck, i nd where every hour of existenceIs torture,
wherein Ibis great remedy challenge*the astonishment
and admirationof the sick. It is in such cases, where
all the pleasunw of existenceappear cut off from the
unfort-inate, and by ita wonderful, almost supernatural
agency,it restore*the hopelos*to a new life and new
existence where this great remedy stands alone*ln its
might and power.
In the ordinaryskin disease* that every one Is more or
less troubledwith, a few dosea will In most cases, and a
few bottles in the more aggravated forms, work a per
manent cure.
Those afflictedwith chronic diseasesshould purchase
a package containing one dozen bottle*.Price $10

SARSAPARILLIAN

k,r

If

life

take Dr. J. H. McLean's Strengthening Cordial
and Blood Purifier. It will impart vitalityand
strength, renovate the system and purify your
blood. Dr. J. H. McLean's office, 314 Chestnut street, 8t. Louis, Mo.

There

are only two gallons of

whisky

TURNIPPLANT
SEED,J^o^
SEED
free by mail.

lb,

OO.. St Loul*. Mo.

__

____

our Auger

per year manufactured for each inhabitant of the United States, and it is a clear
case that somebody’sgot to go without.

OTTO

READY

U.

6

.

Auger

Co.,

Great Sensation. Samplt
Watch and Outfit free to AacnU. Better than
Gold. Address A. COULTER A GO., Chicago.

A

FORTUNE can be made without coat or risk.

$444
$350

This is often a serious questionwith the inA MONTH and traveling expense* paid
valid. He finds the market flooded with profor SALESMEN. Nopeddlarewi
wanted.
prietary medicines,scores of which are recomAdd real M(ONITOR MANUF'O CO.. Cincinnati,
1, Ohio.
mended as certain cures for his peculiar ailment. He roads the papers, circulars, and
almanacs, and finds each sustainedby plausi- ,lmm9 'S'" W
• gig, Wl,h 1W)
ble arguments setting forth its virtuesand ri'tf«fur fX Full Rich. Put*. Kitlifaction guarantee.IlluitralW
Catalogue Fan. Addraaa WKSTOU* OU.X WORKS, Cncaoa. Ill
specific action. The recommendations
are as
strong for one as for another. The cures
A MONTH -Agents wanted everywhere.
Buslnes* honorable and lint elaaa. Par.
claimed to have been wrought by one are as
Uoulare sent frea. AddreaaWORTH A
wonderful as those claimed to have been
OO.. St. Loiila. Mo
wrought by another. In his perplexityand
dbubt, the suffereris sometimes led to reject
all. But it should be borne in mind that this
condition of things is one that cannot be remedied. In a land where all are free, the good—
habit cured at home.
the truly valuable— must come into competition
I
1111 No publicity. Time nbnrtwith the vile and worthless, and must be
™ Terms moderate.Ijuuo te.sttmu
brought to public notice by the same instru- ntal*.Doscribo case. DR. F. K. Marsh, Quincy, Mich.
mentality, which is advertising. In such a
case, perhaps the only absolute proof that a
MAKE MONEY
remedy is what it claims to be, is to try it. The paign Letter Envelopes; also, Hnmoroua Envelope*.
“test ef a pudding is the eating of it.” Send ten cent* for ten asaortedsample* and prices for
“Prove all things, hold fast that which is large lota tovAur&XD L. Skwkll, Publisher, Chicago,UL

$125

atone, Bituminous Stone Coal,
Slate and Hardpan.

And we

HAKE THE BEST OF WELLS

Sid byTiehf !“MeCoB,hFu?
M. Hondoreon A Co., W. M. Hoyt A Co.
Turner A Ray, and other*. CHICAGO.
ler A Fuller, O.

another, and this should be allowed its due
weight. A duo regard to this may save a vast
amount of experimenting and a useless outlay
of money. As presumptive evidence in favor
of Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines,the proprietor desires to say that they are prepared by a
now and scientificprocess by which the virtues of'
the crude plants and roots are extracted without the use of a particle of alcohol. Not a
tide of this destroyer of our race enters
the compositionof either his Golden Medical
Discovery or Favorite Prescription.This consideration alone ought certainly to rank them
high above the vile compounds saturatedwith
alcohol, Jamaica rum, sour beer, or vinegar,
which are everywhere offered for sale. Again,
they are of uniform strength,and thoir virtues
can never be impaired by age. They are also
made from fresh herbs and roots, gathered in
their appropriate season, when they are flush
with medicinalproperties. In support of these
claims, the followingtestimony is offered :
R. V. Pierce, M.
Newark, N. J.
Dear Bin : I have sold a great deal of your
excellent remedies,and I prefer to sell them
before others, because they give good satisfaction to thoee who use them. I hear such remarks as “Sage’s" Remedy completelycured
me; it is a splendid thing;” or, “Pierce’a
Discovery is just what I wanted ; I feel better
than I ever did.” One of our celebrated singers
uses it for strengthening her voice, and says
“there is nothing equals it:” and ao I might
give ucoroe of remarks said about your preparation. A colored, woman was using your Discovery, and, after
afk taking three bottles, was
completely
_
_____cured.
jred. She, being in tjie
the store,
said to me, “I don't want no doctors ’round me
so Ion
og as I can got the Discovery ; it beats all
your doctors. ” And so I might go on. lam,
most respectfully, yours, Atha B. Crooks.

EE

GOOD ACTIVE AGENTS

.

Wanted

In

every

and County in the United Statee. Send for oar
Illustrated Catalogue, terms, prices, Ao., previnf
oar advertisements bona fide. Address
State

GREAT WESTERN WELL AUGER GO,

THE ENORMOUS WASTAGE of grain, so inrvifaM#
*tM of Threshers,can be BAYED by this

with Other

Improved Machine,

BLOOMFIELD, DAVIS
VState

in

GO.,

IOWA.

pay

what paper you saw thla advertlsemant

all

READY RELIEF

FLAX, TIMOTHY, MILLET, HUNGARIAN and
like seeds are threshed,separated,clamed and saved
and perfectly as Wheat, Oats, Bye or Barley.

as easily

ELECTRICITY

AN EXTBA PBI0S is asuolly paid for grain and
beds cleaned by this machine, for extra cleanliness.
IN THE WET GRAIN of 1875, these were substanONLY MACHINES that could ran with profit
oreconw^doing^fiM^
thorough and perfect work,

FOR THE MILLION. AN ELECTRIC
BATTERY FOR 26 CENTS.

tially the

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

tloni. such as

ALL GRAIN, TIME and MONET

Cares Pains and Aches.
It egsallzM (ho Circulation.
It subdues Inflammatory Action.
It cures Ruptures and Sirelna.
It removes Pain and Soreneaa.
It cures Kidney Complaint.
It strengthenstbe Muscles.
It cures Rheumatismand Neuralgia.
It relaxes Ktiffened Cords.
It cures Nervous Shocks.
It is invaluable In Paralysis.
It cures Inflammationof the Lives.
It removes Nervous Pains.
It cures SpinalWeakness.
It is Gratefuland Soothing.
It cures Kpllepnyor Fits.
It is Safe, Reliable and KconomicaL
It is i>rescril><*d bv Physicians.
It la indorsedby Electrician*.

wasting eompllea*
“Endless Aprons," “Baddies," “Beaters,"
“ Pickers,"etc^ are entirety dispenseduith; less than
one-halfthe usual Gears, Belts, Boxes, and Journal*;
easier managed : more durable ; light running ; no costly repair*; noduat; no "litterings"to clean Bp; not
troubledby adverse winds, rain or storms.

FARMERS and GRAIN BAISERS who

are posted
tbe large saving made by ft will not employ Inferior and wasteful machines, bat will Mst on this
improved Thresher doing their woric.
In

FOUR SIZES made for fl, 8, 10 and 12 Horse
Powers. Also a specialty of Szpabatoss, design*!
and made xxpatMLY fob dtzam
(
TWO STYLES OF HORSE POWERS, ri*.t our Improved “Triple Gear," and our "Spur Speed” (Woodbury Style), both " Mounted " on /our wheels.
IF INTERESTED in Threshing or Grain Balling,

power.

apply to our nearestDealer,or writ* to us for 11 lustra*
ted Circular(sent free), giving foil particularsof Sizes,
Styles, Prices, Terms, etc.

_

IT IS

from change of water.

BETTER THAN FRENCH BRANDY OR
BITTERS AS A STIMULANT.

$12

Proprietor*. Boston,
A

LATEST IIPUOVKXKNT*
The

filled Auger raised from the bottom of
well without liftingthe shaft. Bores a iy
inch hole Irom 50 to 100 feet in one (lay. Can

DR. RADWAY’S

New T 1-3 Octave Pianos for $275,
Boxed and Shipped. Terms, $50 cash and
few 6 Octave 6

offered.

PILLS
A SONS,

481

nvke any size, Boulders and Quicksand
handled with ease. Complete Kig $ioo( Territory selling rapidly. Send for Circular.
O. RUST, Patentee, Macon, Mo.

Wr

Ap’eat Offer.

Price 50 Cent*. Sold by Druggists.

_____

the

Mum.

00^Aigasu. Main*.

_

Bull's Sliding, Kelf-Emp'rln*Well Auger.

Aches and Patna.

POTTER,

A Co,,
BATTLE GREEK, MIGB.

Nicholt, Shepard

warranted,on the reputationof Dr. ColHns,It* Inventor, an old physician, to bathe best plaster In the world
of medicine. The union of the two great medical agents,
viz.,FJectrlcity and Medical Gums and Essences,fully
justifiesthe claim, and entitles this remedy to rank foremost among all curativecompounds for all external

ACH, HEARTBURN, SICK HKADAOHE. DIAR
Price 25 cents. Sold by all Druggists,
RHEA, DYSENTERY, COLIC, WIND IN THE and
sent on receipt of 25 cent* for one, or
BOWELS, and all INTERNAL PAINS,
Travelers should always carry a bottleof RAD* $1.25 for *lx, or 9'<.25 for twelve, carefully
wrapped
and warranted, by WEEKS <s
W AY'S RELIEF with them. A few drops in water
will preventsicknessor pains

sufficient, on every job, to more than
of threshing.

expenses

UMtebmrhlm. Row

him. Howto train ^
him. How to tell • trobi
ter. A NBW BOOK ol
great Interest to Horae
to sail

sr.-rasr”
J.P. VINCENT,

Broadway, New York.

DEATH

•ox 58.tSncAOO.III.

Perfectlytasteless, elegantlycoated with sweet gum,
purge, regulate, purify, cleanse and strengthen.
PILLS, for the cure of all disordersof the
Stomach, Liver, Bowels, Kidneys. Bladder, Nervous
Diseases, Headache. Constipation.
Coatlveneaa,Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Billousnosa,
BillouaFever, Inflammation of the Bowels, Piles and all Derangement*of the
InternalViscera. Warrantedto effect a positive cure.
l-lvsr, nncMtr,Kldnry an*
Ffmnleruvn*
Purely Vegetable, containingno mercury, minerals,or
dsns say It ucm (lilsln FEMALE DISEASES nn<f *rer.n««»*.
deleterious drugs.
Is a " God-u-udto feuslu, llonieoj-athlc
and Old
BlfObte—e the followingsymptoms resultingfrom
School Physicians rri-irt: “UnttrfaiU,the tery ne ticln*
Disordersov he DigestiveOrgana :
Jut childrenami /rmatee.” “ The inly I.ifitidKitrnM of He«f
onstipatton. Inward
in
Constipation.
Piles, Fullness of tbe Blood In
with Tonics sod rithartlM vs will nron-rlb*." PrW 91 psr
the Head, /
Acidityof the Stomach, Nausea, Heartburn,
RICHARDSONA TULlltBE,CINCINNATI,0.
Disgust
gust of Food, ________
______In the
___________
,
Fullnessor Weight
Stomach,
Sour Eructations,
Sinking or Flutteringat the Pit of tho
Stomach, Swimming of the Head, Hurried and Difficult Breathing, Flutteringat the Heart, .Choking or
SuffocatingSensationswhen ins Lying.Posture, DimYORK.
REAin llfA HISTORY or TUB
ness of Vision, Dot* or Webs before the Sight, Fever
l*WUt« present time. Tha ends
and Dull Pain in the Head, Deficiencyof Perspiration, UNITED
CBarsMuLadltmi
by
an eminent author,or worthy to be pubYellowness of the Skin and K-rea, Pain In the Side,
Ubtd la both English aad Ganna u. Oo* Urge and
Chest*,Limbs, and Sudden Floaneeof Heat, Bnmlng in
profuaely illustrated, y* low-pricedvoici..*. TWcelhS
the Fleah.
A few doees of
PILLS will free the
system from all the above named disorder*.Price 99

RAD-

WAY'S

MVo*

Uuk.

NOW
STATES

$77

RADWAY’S

me

uiasslc*.

apply

to

and English

THEQ,

Col.

B rancho*.For Ulrci
HYATT|fJ>re*. P.M.A,

1

Send one letter-stampto

32

IVTso ?cEtD7’

RADWAY A

Warren Street, New York.

worth thousands will be sent you.

,

,<>

P8YCH0MANCY’fascination.

£ Outfits

CO., No.

i

Angtr
20 feet per hour,
by one man and horse,
withoutliftingahaftinp.
Bores from 1 to A feet

»AGES,

i
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width. The Auger
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Rights for tale. Giro
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PRINTING PRESS.

For ProfesMotialand Amateur
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byowtatfag
IM AOSJ WELL AUOBB. Bora*
a h*l* tom SB to 40 laches io 4 ureter, 100 feel a dsy ea*y. Sad for

hvl* nut nearly a* subject to outside
influencoa.The usooT
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Tarr ant'd Seltzer Aperient •

aecurre regularity,and
DfSfliv

ooaaequent immunity from sick-

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
No.

O.N.U.

IenJ.o: woods

staple articl

the irregular, bit

Printer*, Mcliools, Societies,Alan-

Tse

Chicago.111.

OWN PRINTINC!

WOVELTY
Vt

published.
fasterthan any other book ever pnl

M^EluKl

BOSTON’,

TEAS.-^^«Virr

No one wfio D *h<iroiiNH!y regular tn tbe
Ok&n'iBrkIndianapolis. bowels is hall as liableto dlse*** as he th*t Is irregular.
He may bo attacked by contaiclon* dUems, and ao may

Centennial history
It sella

wmmu-s
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U

filled

Sample

u!3^Tlor*ra^Ti

.

once fordreerlp-

bore*
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$10425
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file

FOOTPRINT* of
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tUa*ndt«nM,toaOAMMBLL*0O.*Chloag0|III.

Read “FALSE AND TRUE."
>IR8. Addreea^wltbsTaram
TEL. CO., obERLIN 0.

—

Vast growing Interest eroy where
country:hn»oe, rare ehsnee for Agent*. Send

Cent* per Box. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

D.:

Hotel, St: Louis. n
European plan. Rooms, $1 per day. Meals
at all hours. Col. L. D. Watson, chief clerk.

QUICK-

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

Thn application
of the
to the
part or part* where the pain or difficulty exist* will
afford ease and comfort
Twenty drops in half atumb'orofwater will, in a few
moment*,cure OR AMPS. SPASMS, SOUR STOM-

0PI01§S&gB®gREGULATING

JETTINE

In

SAND.

I*

$250

fc.J&SSajSgftS

80

3 TO 6 FEET IN DIAMETER,

WILL AFFORD INSTANT EASE.

REVOLVERS!!’™®-$3.00
-W

/\DIIUIM

entirely bv
and will bore at the rate of
They bore from

And ANY DEPTH REQUIRED. They will bore la
All kind* of Earth, Soft Sand and Liaao*

RELIEF

PALPITATION OF THE HEART.
HYSTERICS.CROUP, DIPHTHERIA,
CATARRH. INFLUENZA,
HEADACHE,TOOTHACHE, MUMPS,
NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM.
COLD CHILLS, AGUE CHILLS.

ffcot.

AUGERS are operatad

HOUSE-POWER.

INFLAMMATIONOF THE KIDNEYS.
INFLAMMATIONOF THE BLADDER.
INFLAMMATIONOF THE BOWELS,
St. Louis, Mo.
CONGESTION OF THE LUNGS,
SORE THROAT. DIFFICULT BREATHING,

WATCHES. A

IT!

FEET FEB HOUR.

The best in the
world. Send for

At our request Cragin & Co., of Phila- A Combinationforming.Particularsfree. Addreaa
delphia, Pa., have promised to send any jTB. BURGES, Manager, Rawlins City, Wyoming.
of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen
P»r month. Agents Winted. Jltulnee.
honorable, lucrative,perra»nent.
Particular,froe.
cents to pay postage) a sample of DobAJdrcK*, A. O. N.ttlcton A Co., Chicago, UU
bins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.
A Month.— Agents wanted. 3G bestselling articles In the world. One sample free.
Which Shall I Take ?
Address JAY IHU)NSO\, Detroit, Mich

Ham

WE MEAN

RADWAY’S

“A Century of GOSPEL WORK."
1776 New
Subscript ion Book. Agent* Wanted. Ad1876 dress N. D. THOMPSON 2 CO.. Chicago, 111

WELLBook.
AUGER!,

1000 SOLD LAST SEASON
WITHOUT 0X1 FAILURK OH REJECTION

Thia fg the famoua Threshingmachinethat has
“swept the fieldM and created such a revolutionin the
trade, by ita match uas GaAUt-SAVDioakd Tuo-Satino principle*.

And art prepared to demonstrate th*

6

and health is worth anything,

_

SARSAPARILLIAN

An English paper says: “The im- ft K Extra Fine MIKED CARDS, with name,
10 cents, postpaid. L. JOKuACo.,Naaaau,N.T.
mense landing stages at Liverpool are
completed. The docks of the port now ^CATAI^U^OFAR^CLKSFOTJJgJJJJg
EL sS4'b,rJ!iS*“d0“°b°“1','°r11 parU
cover an area of 420 acres and form a
continuous line of more than six miles
pees
in length. Their value is £20,000,000.
Twenty thousand vessels enter the port
of Liverpool every year.”

"THE VIBRATOR”

a

Sg0.^160^
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No other card-printer has the teffle.' Aganta wanted - but.
fit loots. Oabd-Pbxxtju,
Lock-Box D, Ashland,
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A

BOOK
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MILLION.

MEDICAL ADVICE
Catarrh, Rupture.
oi

Opium Habit, he., SENT FREE on rccrirt

stamp. Addm*.
Dr, Butt*’DiipensaryNo.

12 N

.

8th

it, St. Louii,

Ma

Fat*nt**APrortot*r,

'

<*KNTS and

a 3-cent stamp for 50
White Bristol VisitingCard*. Printed
by a new process. No nicer ones ever
seen. Price* never before named.
Largest variety ever shown. All other
kind* correspondinglylow. Circulars, 3-cent stamp.
Inducementsnever before offeredto agents. Territory
sat being taken. CANN0N>
BMU)Dt

Bqz

MERIDEN CUTLER
c

Tn

"Patmi Ivan*

Emu

Tabu Kmrx.

MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF TABLE W1
Cl
Celluloid Knife,th* most
kcinal Makers 0/ the

r

durable

(1AUD

ItUBI
on th* blade. Warranted
40 Chambers Street,N«w
1
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A Word
The following

for Ouster.

ST.

of Geu. Rosser, of

letter

THE CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN R. R.
Embraces under one manaijcinont tbo Great Trunk

short time

a

ago engaged on our harbor, was published HallwayLind of the

TOT

and H0JTH-W1SI, and
with Hi* numerooahranchM
and connection*, forma
in the Chicago Tibunt, and we consider the shorten and qntekeatroute between Chicago
and|Hpoiltta In Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern
this beautiful tribute of one of ! his West
Michigan,Mlnncuota,Iowa, Nebraska, California
and
tiw Western Territories,Its
Point clasamates worthy of laying before
. Omaiuand Calwobnia Line

,

ourr^erat

fnol

Minneapolis,Minn., July

7.— City En-

gineer Gen. Rosser, of this city, publishes

card

a

this

which he

in

From what

Gen. Custer, it is quite

was expected,if not expressed, that Custer should attack the
savage? wherever found, and as to the
manner of attach, of course that was left
to the discretion and judgment of Gen.
Cua^eft and, viewing the circumstancesof

of

On

from my standpoint,

I fail

anything very rash ifype planning

it oif

reckless in

its

attemptedexecution.

have succeededhad Reno with

all

the

After,

-

agreed with
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Pullman Palaci

pOR

occurrence. The

were running, and it is very evident to my mind (bat Gen. Terry expected
them to make every possible effort to esIndians

cape, and Custer was doubtless ordered to
off their retreat to the

trains. .

commands, they were

to be crushed.

To do

this, It

was necessary for Custer

strike

them wherever found, and by vigor-

to

ous blows and hot pursuit he was to drive

them into the trap which Terry bad

them.

set for

Infantry on expeditions against

I >

‘

Seventh

Cavalry were to do all the fighting, and

Office,

No. 415 Broadway; Boston Of-

State Street;

soldier I would sooner to-day lie in the
grave of Gen. Custer and his gallant com-

rades alone in that distant wilderness,

i

when

the last trumpet sounds I could

to judgment from my post of duty,

ise

than

to live in

the place of the survivors

of the siege on the hills.

knew Gen. Custer well : have known
him intimately from boyhood, and, being
on opposite sides during the late War, we
often met and measured strength on the
fields of Virginia, and I can truly say now
that I never met a more enterprising, gallant, or dangerous an enemy during those
four years of terrible war, or a more genI

ial whole-souled, chivalrous

gentleman and

friend in peace than Maj-Gen. George A.
Custer.
Respectfully,
T. L. Rosser.
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Dkfault having been made In the condition* of

confident we can satisfy all whe

ed to execute

Or Re-Sawing Done.
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A

STEAM

ALL KINDS OF

defence in

seemed

may

or gpt up the Sanborn business, or put Mc-

Jayne. The

“rebels” must laugh coosumedly when

bottom of

variona “investments”of our leading
statesmen.— Tfe Nation.
ie

Gkm. Sherman said, at a recent army
reanion, that he would rather march six
times from Atlanta to the sea than
encounter once the unspeakablehorrors of a campaign against the savages on
the frontier.The full force of his remarks
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'*nPt published,a new edition of
Dr. CulrenreU'i Celebrated Essay on
the radicalcore (withont medicine)
of Spermatorroea
or Seminal Weakness, Involuntarv Seminal Losses, liupotenrr.
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedimenta to
Marriage,etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, Ac.

SalUHiv

BOOKBINDING!

IN

THE

Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.

The celebrated author. In this admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abusemay be radicallycored without the dangerous use of Internal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual,hy means of which
every sufferer,no matter wtiat nls conditionmay
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radi

P

colly.

IFT This Lecture should he in the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any address, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
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41 Ann

Brugman
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expectorant pill’,

Have a specific influence upon the Liver ar.«
Bowels,and
stimulate these
organs Into snch vie
idstii
‘
orons action
on that
tl
the Impediments are removed.
Favorablyknown bv operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularitiesoriginating from
impurities of the Blood.
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Holland. Mich.
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25, 1875.
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JACOB KUITE.
Holland.Feb.

14,

1874.
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FOB SALE.
A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 300 hearing
grape vines, 100 Currant bashes; Strawberries;
Peara. Apple, Quinte, Chestnut. Mulberry,Apprlcot. Cherry and Peach trees In hearing.
No money required down Inquire of
J.

Holland, April

VAN LANDEGEND,

19’

CARDS,
I

am

again prepared to run excursions from here to
the mouth of

TAGS,

<tc.

Black Lake,

This summer I will take small parlies down In the
mornlrg and back at night for THREE DOLLARS. Larger parti**,FIVE DOLLARS.
Hy virtue of two Writ* of Execution. Issued out
Having fitted ont a large barge, which
of and nnder the *eal of the Circuit Court for the
will carry from 800 to 400 persons,
County of Ottawa,one tested on the 2()th day of
I will take
January,A. D. 18T4, and the other on the fifth day
of May A. D. 1874, against the Goods and Chatties,
and for want thereof, then against the Lands and
Tenements of John Cochrane,and to me directed
and delivered, I have levied on all the Right, Title,
and Interest of the aforesaid John Cochrane,of,
in and to the followingdescribed lots, pieces or
parcels of land, lying and being situated in the
For Fifteen dollars Instead of Twenty dollars as
CHARLES STORING and MELVIN A. STORING connty
of Ottawa,State of Michigan, “to-wlt." heretofore. Thankingall my former patrons,I
Mortgagees.
The North-Wfit quarter of the North-east quarter of solicit their favurs again this season, as the price Is
Howard A McBride, AWyefor Mortgagees,
section twenty-one(21) and the North half of the very
,
North-westfractional quarter of sectiontwentyFRANK R. BROWER, Captain.
one (21) all in town five (5) North range sixteen
A BIG thlDg the “ Bee HIve” cigar at
Holland, Mich., June 2, 1876.
8CHOUTKN A MEKNG9. (18) west The flist piece er parcel containing forty
acres of land and the second piece containing thirtyone acres of land, be the same more or leee. and
shall offsr the same for sale, or snch portion of said
property as may be neceasary to satisfy said execation, with cost* and collection fees, at public
Tha undersignedwishes to inform hi* pld friend* vendue,to the highest bidder therefor,at three of
aad resident* of Holland and vicinitytint betas at the clock. IN THE AFTERNOON OF THE
present toc*ted at Muskegon, he has made arrange- SEVENTH DAT OF AUGUST, A. D. 1878, at
ment* with Mr. W . Vortt. at Holland, at whose the front door of the Court Uonse In the City of
I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, being on the South
store, on River street, ail Job wort for binding can Grand Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan.
East comer of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
be left. I have purchased a new and complete line
Dated: Obajid Hire*, June 2(Hh, A. D. 1876.
Holland.
The building*are all new. It Is* desof tool* and slock and will furnish firet-ctass work.
ABIE WOLTMAN,
irable location for any kind of hulalaw^ yTaraM
A. CLOETINGH.
sheriffof Ottawa County, Mich.
Muskeoox, Sept. 8 1875.
Howard 4 McBridz, Attorneys,Holland, MlcA.
‘’'‘E&llan:, Mich., March 3,
3-tf
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Promptly and Neatly

—

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership, I am
carryingon this husincas alone, at the OLD STORK,
where
be found at all times, and where I will
ere IFean
<
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt ana
Fresh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see all our old friends,to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
ra. of said day, in Liber ‘Z* of Mortgages on page four induce them to purchasetheir daily rations will
hundred and eleved. And whereas there is claimed me.
to be dne and unpaid at this date on said Mortgage
the sum of one nuudred
hundred ana
and fifty-two
nity-twodollars arid
and I will sell cheaper

Now,

appreciated.

prepar-

want

Horse Rakes. The Dodge
of Kalamazoo.
eye Grain Drills.

own

now

all times

city,

notlve.

er. Triumph Reaper.

thirty-eight
irty-eightcent*($15.\88)
ce
for principal,and Inter
It or proceedingseither in law, or
est.
t. and no so!
salt
ulty, having been commenced to recover the same,
el generals” on the Sub-Committeehad or any part thereof: Row therefornotice Is hereby
given that on Tuesday, the twenly-eecond day of
some mysteriousconnection with the ex- August, one thousand eight hundred and seventysix. at one o'clock in th* afternoon of said day, at
istence of his
letters to Mr. Fisher
the front door of the County Court House, In the
and with his operations in Little Rock and city of Grand Haven In said County of Ottawa and
Htatc of Michigan,that being the place for holding
Fort Smith and Northern Pacific stock the Olrcuit Court for aald county, there will be sold
at public auction or vendue to the highest bidder
and bonds.
all this may lie excelthe premises discribcd in aald Mortgage or so much
ent fooling, but it is still fooling. The thereof as may be necessary to satisfy the amount
duo and payable on said Mortgage, with interest
people of the United States
be occas- thereon at tne rate of ten per cent per annum, and
ionally simple minded, but they are not all the legal coats and chargesof snch foreclosure
and sale, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
idiots, and it would take au enormous dollars,as providedfor In said Mortgage, In case
proceedingsshould be taken to forclove the same.
amount of eloquence to persuadethem that The following Is the description of the lands and
premise*as appearsin said Mortgage,to-wlt : AU
it was the “rebelf*' who got Mr. Blaine Inthat certain parcel of land, which l* situated in the
to his railroad operations, or Mr. Belknap City of Holland, Ottawa Connty, State of Michigan
and Is further described as the east half of lot nntninto bis post-trader business, or Mr. Rube- her four (4) In block numbered twentt-clne(20) In
son into his Cattell relations, or Babcook said city according to tfie map thereof, of rec rd In
the office of the Register of Deeds, of Ottawa
into his whisky dealings or safe-burglaries, Connty, as of the VUIage of Holland.
Datid: Holland May 19th, A. D. 1870.

is

we are

Fairbanks

to maintainthat the presence of “two reb-

t

and we are at

Or anything In our line, manufactured on short

T3 TEX W08XIHQ CLAS3.-We can famish you
employment at which you can make very large nay.
Have opened a Salesroomon Eighth street In the in yon’r own localities,without being away from
store formerly occupiedhy Slooter & Higgins,
home over night. Agents wanted in every town and
opposite the City Hotel, where the Fanners
county to take subscHbers for The Centennial
of this section of the countryare reRecord, the largestpublication In the United States
spectfullyInvited to examine all the
16 pages. 64 columns; Elegantly illustrated;
Terms
Improved machinery lately Inonly gl per year. The Record Is devotedto whattroduced In Agriculture.
ever la of Interest connected with the Centennial
year. The Great Exhibition at PhiladelphiaIs
fully Illustrated In detail. Everybody wants it
The whole people feel great InterestIn their CounRussell’s
try's Centennial Birthday,and want to know all
about it. An elegant patriotic crayon drawing
and
F rencli premium pictnreis presentedfree to each subscriber.It Is entitled, “In remembrance of the
Harvester. Empire State
One Hundrcth Anniversary of the Independence
the United States.” Size. 23 by 30 inches. Any
Gale’s of
one can become a enccesslu! agent, for but show
the paper and picture and hundredsof subscribers
are easily obtained everywhere. There is no busithat will pay like tills at present. We have
Plow,
Buck- ness
many agents who are making as high as $20 per
day ami upwards. Now is the time: don’t delay.
(Cultiva- RememberIt posts nothing to give the business a
trial. Semi for circulars,terms, and sample copy
tors, Et., Etc.
of paper, which are sent free to all who apply ; do
It to-day. Complete outfit free to those who de-ocide to engage. Farmers and mechanics,and their
Orders for repairs and parts of machines sons and daughtersmake the very hest of agents.
Address. THE CENTENNIAL RECORD.
taken and promptly filled.
5
Portland, Maine.
Holland, April 20
10-3m

that Mr. Blaine was disposed to take the

they hear that they are at the
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year
eignt Hundred and seventy four. Made and executed by Henry Saineit and
posures of corruptionat Washingtonwere Emma Samelt hi- wife of the city of Holland, In the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,parties
the commencement of a “revolution” by of the first itart,and Charles Storing and Melvin A.
Storing, of the same place, parties of the »econd
the ex-rebels,consisting in Vthe assassina- part, and recorded In the office of Register of Deeds
tion of the private character of every lead- In and for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the twenty-eighth day of May, one thousand
ing Republican iu the land.” We noticed eight hundred and seventy-four, at eight o'clock a.

Donald in office, or hired

Job
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Sheetings,
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Flannels,
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In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Dry Goods,
Clothing,
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ting convention, but probably nolhlug so
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A heavy stock «f
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things occur at
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superbly did a portion of them do it. As a

that

JOB OFFICE.

Aay latsrprtitsgsin cia oaks aoaey with a Magic
Lallan.

DB A.LER/S, THCEITIX

Street; San Francisco Office,
Street ; Chicago Ticket Offices:62 Clark Street,
under Sherman House: comer Canal and Madison
Streets; Kinzle StreetDepot, corner W. Kinzle and
Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corner Wells
and Kinzle Streets.
For rates or Information not attainablefrom
yonr home ticket agents, apply to
W. H. 9TENNETT, MARVIN HUG HITT,
Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago.
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For Sparta and Winona and points on Sioux
City and St. Paul Railroad and for points In Min
And
Grocerif.s,
nesota, One Through Train dally, with Pullman
Sleepers to Winona.
Crockery,
For Dubuque,via Freeport, Two Through Trains
daily, with Pullman Cars on night trains.
Glass-ware,
Fbr Dubuque and La Oroeee, via Clinton, Twq
Hats and Caps,
Through Trains daily,with Pullman Carson night
train to McGregor, fowa.
Boots & Shoes, 1
For Sioux City and Yankton and points on Slonx
City A St. Paul Railroad. Two Trains dally. PullEtc., Etc.
man Cars to Missouri Valley Junction.
We carry the heaviest stock ol goods In the City;
For Lake Genera, Four Trains dally.
Buy in large quantities,and sell cheap for cash or
For Rockford, Sterling,Kenoeha, JanetviUe, and
Ready Pay. Staple goods In enormous quantities,
other points, you cau have from two to ten trains

between

in
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For St. Paul and Mlnneanotif,Two Through
Trains d«fly, with Pullman Palace Can attached
on both trains.
For Qrttn Bay and Lak* Superior,Two Trains
daily, with Pullman Palace Can attached, and running throughto Marquette.
For Milwaukee,Four Through Trains dally, Pullin an Cara on nlghl trains, Parlor Chair Cars on day
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Manufacturer*,Importer* and Dealer* in

This wagon la the best wagon In use In this State, We ara the Headquarters for every thing In the
W UN qua aid Br. Pktkr Lin*
and the only slope-spokedwagon manufac_ way of
tured. It fa a better wagon than the Jackla the only route for Winona, Rocheater, Owatonson Wagon, and I will sell them just as
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